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SUMMARY
Weapon target assignment (WTA) is a combinatorial optimization problem in which a
set of weapons must selectively engage a set of targets in order to minimize the expected
survival value of the targets. In its distributed form, it is also an important problem in
autonomous, multi-agent robotics. In this work, distributed methods are explored for a
modified weapon target assignment problem in which weapons seek to achieve a specified
probability of kill on each target. Three novel cost functions are proposed which, in cases
with low agent-to-target ratios, induce behaviors which may be preferable to the behaviors
induced by classical cost functions. The performance of these proposed cost functions
is explored in simulation of both homogeneous and heterogeneous engagement scenarios
using, as an example, airborne autonomous weapons. Simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed cost functions achieve the specified desired behaviors in cases with low agent-
to-target ratios where efficient use of weapons is particularly important.
Additionally, a multi-objective version of the WTA problem is considered in which
the quality of an assignment is dependent on both the total effectiveness of the weapons
assigned to each target, and the relative timing of agents’ arrival at their targets. Such timing
constraints may be important in real-world scenarios where a mission planner wishes to
enforce an element of surprise on each target. A fourth cost function is presented which
couples weapon effectiveness and timing metrics into a combined cost. In cases where
weapon-target closing speeds are limited to a certain range, this combined cost allows the
inclusion of arrival time constraints in the assignment decision process. The performance of
this new cost function is demonstrated through theoretical analysis and simulation. Results
show that the proposed cost function balances the dual goals of optimizing effectiveness
and arrival time considerations under closing speed limitations, and that a user-defined
tuning parameter can be used to adjust the priority of the dual goals of sequenced arrival




As robotic swarm technology matures, there is increasing potential for its use as an
offensive weapon system. Such robots may be airborne [1, 2], seaborne [3], or terrestrial
[4], and could conceivably be tasked to engage a set of targets which are predefined or
discovered online. These swarm weapons systems will be required to make targeting
decisions with minimal or no operator oversight, will be expected to adapt to changing
circumstances or agent attrition, and will need to intelligently balance the multi-variate
mission objectives with which they are presented. This will require high degrees of
autonomy and, likely, inter-agent coordination. In the scenarios considered here a set of
potentially heterogeneous, autonomous weapons (also referred to as agents) engage a set
of pre-identified targets. Each agent selects one, and only one, target from the set to
engage. For the purposes of this thesis, the weapons are assumed to be air-to-ground
munitions, but the algorithms, cost functions, and overall ideas presented here are
generally applicable to seaborne, terrestrial, hybrid, or any other mobile robotic system as
well.
The problem above, known as the canonical weapon target assignment (WTA) problem
was first described by Manne in 1957 [5] and seeks to find an optimal (possibly unique)
mapping Q of weapons to targets of known value vj so as to minimize the expected value
of targets surviving the engagement. The probability of target j being destroyed by weapon
i (if targeted by it) is denoted Pki,j and is referred to as the weapon effectiveness. For the
remainder of this thesis, Pk is used as an abbreviation of “probability of kill”. Assumptions
about the nature of Pk and how it combines when agents cooperate are detailed in Ch. 2.
The WTA problem has two notable differences from the generalized assignment
problem. The first is that zero, one, or many agents can be assigned the same target,
whereas in the generalized assignment problem, each target would be assigned to exactly
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one agent[6]. The second is that the utility functions used in the generalized assignment
problem are summations over values associated with each agent/target pair, but in the
weapon target assignment problem there is a probabilistic element that introduces
multiplication into the utility functions.
Many surveys have been done on the different approaches taken to this and related
problems. A commonly cited survey by Matlin [7] starts off by defining a taxonomy for
different models of the problem. While the paper itself is dated, the taxonomy it
introduces is useful for categorizing WTA problems. The weapons and targets are each
defined based on three criteria. For Matlin these criteria are scope, reach and commitment.
Scope is the number of different weapon types, where engagements with a scope of one
are referred to as pair-wise homogeneous if the target scope is also one and agent-wise
homogeneous otherwise. Engagements with a weapon scope greater than one are referred
to as heterogeneous, regardless of the target scope. Reach, referred to here as the agent’s
domain, is the set of targets that are valid assignments for each weapon. The three general
cases specified by Matlin are all targets being reachable by all agents, only some targets
being reachable by each agent, and the reachability not being explicitly known. As
detailed in the modeling section, the scenarios considered here fall into the third category
of reach. Commitment is more frequently referred to in the literature as static versus
dynamic WTA. Committed (or static) problems assume that once launched weapons
cannot be reassigned, either due to the nature of the weapons or due to the lack of
sufficiently fast battle damage assessment (BDA) to evaluate the evolving situation. The
scenarios considered here are assumed to be dynamic.
The target criteria are target type, valuation and defenses. Target types are classified as
either point targets or area targets with the distinction that a point target can be destroyed
by a single agent whereas area targets will need multiple weapons to destroy them. In
this work, exclusively point targets are considered as it is assumed that all weapons have
a non-zero probability of destroying any given target. The second criteria is valuation for
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which four categories are defined. In model A all targets are of equal value. Model B
assumes a known ranking of target importance but no associated numeric values. Model
C is concerned with targets having numerical values on a single scale, allowing for like-
to-like comparison. Finally, model D considers intrinsic as well as extrinsic value. An
example of a model D scenario would be an anti-aircraft battery protecting a high-value
target —there might be no value to destroying the battery aside from making the main
target more vulnerable. Model C is used to describe the value of the targets in this work.
Another useful survey can be found in [8] which lists several of the most common
solution techniques for the WTA problem as well as the drawbacks of each. The first is
dynamic programming which has been used many times [9, 10] but suffers from
Bellman’s curse of dimensionality [8, 11]. The next approach is Lagrange Multiplier
methods such as those implemented in [12, 13]. The disadvantage of Lagrange Multiplier
methods is that they require differentiable cost functions and so aren’t always applicable
depending on the problem model. Game theory has been applied to WTA problems with
some success [14–16]. This approach, while requiring knowledge of the strategy models
for all agents (or targets if applicable), has favorable scalability properties to large
problems. Neural networks have seen success at solving WTA problems [17, 18], but the
need for training may make them unsuitable for online WTA problems. Genetic/stochastic
algorithms [19–22] are useful due to their ability to escape local optima, but it can be
difficult to evaluate their performance or provide convergence guarantees due to their
stochastic nature. Simulated annealing [23], as described in Chapter 3, falls into this
category of algorithm. Many other classes of algorithms have been used on WTA
problems as well such as auction [24, 25], fuzzy decision making [26], Tabu Search [27],
and branch and bound [28]. Additionally, branch and bound has been applied to
generalized assignment problems [29], mixed-integer problems [30], and constraint
optimization problems [31], all of which are generalizations of the WTA problem.
These approaches have all been applied to the dynamic WTA problem as well as to the
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static WTA problem. In the dynamic problem the optimal assignment changes as the
situation evolves which allows for increased effectiveness from a given weapon set [32].
For instance, if a target is destroyed then the other agents targeting it will switch to new
targets if possible. If a new solution can be calculated much faster than the time scale on
which the agents can act then the dynamic problem is reduced to continuously solving the
static problem at new initial conditions. Additionally, the WTA problem has been
considered in both centralized and distributed settings [33]. In a distributed setting the
agents must share information in order to achieve common objectives, which introduces
elements from the field of cooperative control[34]. Some authors (for instance [35])
simply employ agents as centralized planners which broadcast their plans to other agents,
after which auction or negotiation mechanisms resolve disparities. This approach becomes
problematic if communication is limited, expensive, or unreliable, or if there is a large
number of agents.
The research described here differs from most previous investigations of WTA in that
the primary goal is not to minimize the expected value of the targets directly but instead
to induce the agents to achieve a specified total kill probability Pkdes,j on each target.
However, this variant is not unprecedented. In [22], a stochastic algorithm, specifically an
“ant colony algorithm”, was used to meet specified kill probabilities. The most prominent
difference between the work presented here and the traditional WTA problem is that in the
form considered here there is no added benefit to engaging a target past the point where its
specified Pk has been met. This is referred to as the modified WTA problem. In the case
where all desired Pk’s are set to be 100%, the modified weapon target assignment problem
reduces to the traditional problem. If there are sufficient agents to meet all goals then the
specific assignment is not of great importance and traditional WTA solution algorithms
applied to the modified WTA problem perform quite well. However, of particular interest
in this work is the case in which there are insufficient agents to meet the desired Pk’s on
all targets. In this case there are many partial assignment solutions, some of which may
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be more desirable than others. In some instances it may be a secondary goal to balance
achieving the desired Pk’s with engaging as many targets as possible, while in other cases
there should be no engagement of lower priority targets until the desired Pk’s (Pkdes,j) on
all higher priority targets have been met. It is possible that in some situations it is desirable
simply to meet as many Pkdes,j’s as possible, without regard to target priority. It will
be shown that with proper selection of a cost function, the same optimization algorithms
can serve to induce all of these desired behaviors as well as solving the traditional WTA
problem.
Additionally, previous work on the WTA problem has largely focused solely on the
expected survival value of the targets. However, in a practical context, it may be important
to consider not only the expected value but aspects such as the arrival timing of the agents.
It is for this reason that in Chapter 4 a multi-objective cost function is introduced.
Multi-objective forms of the weapon target assignment problem have also been previously
studied. Gelenbe et. al. [17] included a cost to deploying a weapon so that an agent
wouldn’t be assigned to a target if the improvement in the objective function didn’t
balance the cost associated with engaging that target. Multi-objective assignment can be
divided into two general categories. In the first category, all objectives are considered
when making the assignment. Examples include [17] and the current work in Chapter 3.
Alternatively some formulations, such as [36], will find an assignment based on some
objectives and then optimize additional parameters for the remaining objectives given the
selected assignment. In this thesis, a linear scalarization is explored to allow
single-objective solution algorithms to solve the multi-objective problem. In particular a
weighted-sum scalarization [37] is used as it is not computationally complex and allows
for an operator to express the relative priority of objectives.
As an example of additional objectives, it may be highly undesirable for one agent to
reach the target well in advance of the remaining agents, as this may trigger defensive
measures that reduce the effectiveness of subsequent agents. Alternatively, it may be
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desired that agents arrive at regularly-spaced time intervals to allow for battle damage
assessment between agent arrivals so as to prevent agents from being expended
unnecessarily. If the arrival times of each agent can be adjusted without bound, then the
agent arrival times can be coordinated on a per-target basis and the assignment and arrival
time problems become completely decoupled. However, if the agents can only adjust their
arrival times within certain bounds, then a given assignment may restrict the ability to
achieve the desired degree of simultaneity or sequenced arrival. In this case, the
assignment and arrival time optimization problems become coupled, and the WTA
problem becomes a more complex multi-objective optimization problem [38]. It is
important to note that in any practical scenario, agents are subject to arrival time bounds
due to factors such as limited onboard fuel and minimum and maximum speed constraints.
Outside of the WTA context, time-domain coordination of multi-agent systems has
been studied in great detail and is typically referred to as the rendezvous problem and is a
subproblem of cooperative control[39]. Several methods have been proposed for solving
rendezvous problems including optimal path-planning through the discretized state space
[40, 41] and use of control Lyapunov functions [42]. One example of coupled tasking and
timing in a WTA context [43] investigated auction algorithms as well as the proper way of
framing such a problem. In a scenario in which agents have to search for a known number
of targets before engaging them [44], a two-stage approach was taken in which agents
narrow the search space by generating individual plans that are satisfactory to themselves
and then selecting the minimum global cost from the unions of these plans. Many of the
same approaches that have been implemented for the traditional WTA problem have also
been applied to assignment with timing considerations such as genetic algorithms [45] and
mixed-integer linear program solvers [46].
A final aspect of the WTA problem explored in this thesis stems from the dynamic
scenario in which agents may arrive at, and destroy, a target before others pursuing the
same target arrive. It was observed in early simulation experiments in the current work that
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if the arrival of the agents are spread out through time and weapons are allowed to update
their assignments throughout the engagement, then the actual achieved Pk on each target
computed at the end of the scenario is greater than or equal to the calculated Pk on each
target at any point during engagement. Consider that, for all but one agent engaging a given
target, there exists a non-zero probability that its target will be destroyed before it arrives.
Assuming that the agents are able to modify their target selection at any time, there is a
non-zero probability that these agents will ultimately engage a different target. Accounting
for this possibility allows for a more accurate measure of combined effectiveness. If the
assignments are made based on an inaccurate measure of the combined effectiveness, then
it is possible that they are making suboptimal decisions. While traditionally neglected
in academic work, contingency targets and retargeting behavior have been considered by
military researchers [47–49].
To address this issue, the selection of multiple targets is investigated in the final chapter
of this thesis. Specifically, each weapon will select a reserve target and a flight path to reach
the primary and secondary targets. By computing the probability that each weapon will
become redundant on its primary target, a more accurate Pk can be calculated recursively.
Assigning multiple targets to a single weapon system is not novel as can be seen in a paper
by Rosenberger [50]. However, in that work the systems are capable of engaging multiple
targets in series rather than being able to only engage the first undestroyed target it reaches.
Despite this difference, [50] presents a good explanation of applying branch and bound
methods for this type of problem. Typically branch and bound algorithms are implemented
in a centralized manner, however there has been some work, for example by Bader [51],
on parallel methods. While Bader’s work is in large part focused on modeling of various
computer architectures, it also contains sound insight into solving assignment problems on
distributed memory systems using branch and bound techniques.
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1.1 Contributions
This thesis makes contributions to several aspects of the weapon target assignment
problem, as listed below.
1. A primary contribution of this work lies in demonstrating how cost functions can be
designed to elicit desired emergent behaviors to address specific tactical priorities. While
the traditional weapon target assignment problem has generated a substantial amount of
academic literature, the majority of solution algorithms cannot be directly applied to
military scenarios. For example, in military engagements, targets typically have a
prespecified desired probability of kill (Pkdes,j) that participants in the engagement seek
to meet, rather than a value expressed in arbitrary units. By framing the WTA problem in
terms of the Pk parameters that define military engagement scenarios, and by defining the
modified WTA problem, this work allows WTA to be solved in a highly relevant and
practical context.
2. Another contribution of this thesis lies in the extension of cost functions to include
goals that are coupled with, but separate from, the achieved Pk. An example of this is
presented in the form of a cost function that seeks to achieve both the desired Pk
objectives and to enforce operator-specified arrival time intervals. The desired interval,
S ≥ 0, represents the elapsed time between successive agents engaging the same target.
This may, for instance, allow for battle damage assessment (BDA) to be performed.
Alternatively, the operator may specify S = 0 so as to induce simultaneous arrival for
tactical reasons. This further allows the WTA algorithms developed here to move closer to
practical use in military scenarios. It is shown through analysis and simulation that agents
can find assignments that balance objectives of different types even when those objectives
potentially conflict with each other.
3. A third contribution lies in the formulation and implementation of a branch and
bound algorithm that allows for distributed computation in an efficient and provably
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correct way. This algorithm allows the agents to obtain the optimal, or a near-optimal,
solution to the modified WTA problem specifically considering the arrival time objective.
In particular, relaxation methods are developed that allow branch and bound to be applied
to the combined assignment-arrival time optimization problem.
4. The final contribution lies in an extension to the assignment optimization algorithms
to account for the inclusion of multiple backup options. This allows agents to consider
contingency target(s) to engage if their primary target is destroyed before the agent reaches
it. The methods proposed here allow for a more accurate estimate of achieved Pk to be used
by the agents throughout a dynamic engagement for assignment decision-making. By using
a more accurate estimate of the achieved Pk, solution algorithms can avoid expending
resources where they are not in fact needed.
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CHAPTER 2
MODELING AND ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION
Formulation of WTA solution algorithms, and evaluation of algorithm performance,
requires defining of agent and target models which capture dynamic properties,
communication capabilities, and any underlying agent attrition process. This section
details the major agent and target modeling assumptions used throughout the remainder of
this thesis to define and evaluate the proposed optimization algorithms. Note that the
focus of this work is on air-to-ground engagement scenarios, and thus the weapon
dynamic model includes basic characteristics common to aerospace vehicles such as turn
rate limits and a maximum glide ratio. In addition, weapon effectiveness and attrition rates
are defined in a general manner such that both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases
may be simulated. Throughout this work, these models are exercised in example and
Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate performance of the proposed cost functions.
2.1 Dynamic Model
It is assumed that agents can only engage targets within a certain radius of their current
position, where this radius can vary with time (or altitude). This reachability constraint
can be used to model the behavior of a variety of aerospace systems including projectiles,
gliding munitions, unmanned aerial vehicles, guided parachutes, or other devices.
Define an inertial reference frame using a standard flat earth approximation and a North-
East-Down coordinate system. For this work, targets are represented as point locations on
the ground and assumed static (although this is not a limiting assumption for the algorithms
developed here). Agent dynamics are modeled as a 3-degree-of-freedom (3DOF) point
mass, where a speed in the II − JI plane of vh,nom±∆V is assumed where vh is a nominal
velocity and 2∆V is the width of their achievable velocity range. Each agent can vary its
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velocity within its range to best achieve its desired arrival time. Thus, the resulting model
is a 3DOF system in which vertical position zi and vertical velocity żi, horizontal position
and velocity vi, and agent heading ψi and heading rate ψ̇i define the degrees of freedom.
Agents always seek to travel from their current position in a straight line path toward the








where (xj, yj) are the target coordinates and (xi, ji) are the agent coordinates. The agent is
assumed to track this commanded heading according to a first order lag such that,
ψ̇i = kψ(ψi,com − ψi) (2.2)
where kψ > 0. Note that ψ̇i is bounded by a saturation function to a maximum magnitude
of ψ̇max to model turn rate or, to some approximation, lateral acceleration constraints. It
is important to note that this straight-line travel assumption is not meant to be limiting
—any path generated by a secondary path planner has an equivalent straight-line path and
horizontal closing speed.
To define the vertical dynamics, it is assumed that agents can instantaneously change




(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2
zi (2.3)
A maximum glide ratio limitation, denoted by γmax, is imposed on all agents which restricts
range as a function of altitude and horizontal velocity. In particular, maximum glide is
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If reaching a target requires a descent rate slower than that achievable due to the maximum
glide ratio, the agent will not consider engaging that target (i.e., it will be considered out of
range and will not be an option during target selection).
2.2 Weapon Effectiveness
It is assumed that there is a known kill probability that target j will be destroyed by
weapon i if targeted by it. This value is denoted as the weapon effectiveness Pki,j where
0 < Pki,j < 1. Given a set of N weapons pursuing target j, the Pk’s of each agent
combine as independent probabilities to form the expected Pk on target j according to Eq.






Introducing a probability of attrition Pai,j , which describes the likelihood that agent i
will be attrited on the current path to target j, the total Pk against a target can be written as
shown in Eq. (2.6). The expected value (EV ) for a given assignment can then be calculated












Throughout this thesis it is assumed that each agent has access to certain information
prior to and during the engagement. First, it is assumed that at the beginning of the
engagement scenario all weapons are made aware of the weapon effectiveness values for
each weapon/target pair, the desired Pk’s on all targets, and the locations of all targets.
This information is static and thus can be uploaded to the weapons just prior to the
engagement. Furthermore, each weapon maintains a (possibly imperfect) model of the
current assignment of weapons to targets Q, which is updated according to the
communication model to follow. Finally, it is assumed that the survival states of all
weapons and targets are known to the weapons throughout the engagement. In a realistic
scenario, knowledge of target survival would require a battle damage assessment (BDA),
in this case likely performed by a third party, and thus would be subject to some delay.
The impact of this delay on the assignment problem is highly dependent on the specifics
of the engagement scenario. A full treatment of the effects of this delay due to BDA is
beyond the scope of this work and, in general, it is assumed that agents receive
information about target survival immediately. However, in Chapter 4 of this thesis an
assignment algorithm that incorporates sequential arrival objectives is proposed, in part to
allow for BDA to take place between successive agent arrivals at a target.
The manner in which agents make decisions with respect to one another, and with
respect to the rate at which they communicate, has important implications for convergence
of the assignment algorithms proposed here. A possible synchronous method, called
turn-taking, makes use of so-called decision rounds. In a decision round each agent makes
a single target selection, taking turns in a pre-specified order and communicating the
current assignment state (as described in Section 2.5) after each agent’s selection. An
external signal (such as a GPS clock signal) may be used as a timing reference and each
agent assigned a specific set of times for target selection. Alternatively, agents may act in
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a completely asynchronous manner, making new selections as desired with no a priori
scheduling, ordering, or timing. Both methods have benefits and drawbacks with respect
to the optimization algorithms proposed here. Turn-taking can provide convergence
guarantees in some cases, but requires the use of some synchronization mechanism (for
instance, an external clock signal) to provide a common timing reference for all agents.
Asynchronous selection has the benefit of being simpler to implement, but can lead to
problems with limit cycles or bandwagoning behavior [15] and does not offer the
convergence guarantees provided in some cases by turn-taking. For the purposes of this
thesis, it is assumed that agents use a turn-taking scheme for target selection enabled by an
external timing signal for synchronization, where the ordering is prescribed prior to the
engagement.
In the simulation model employed here, when an agent reaches its target, that target is
destroyed with a probability equal to its weapon effectiveness. Because decision rounds are
assumed to continually take place until all agents reach their targets, if a target is destroyed
other agents will switch to a new target if one is reachable from their current state as the
desired Pk on an already destroyed target resets to zero. Similarly, if an agent fails to
destroy a target, agents engaging lower priority targets will potentially switch to that target
as the current expected Pk on it will have decreased.
2.4 Attrition
There are many possible ways to model weapon attrition. For example, a simple
model for attrition may assume that all weapons have a constant probability of attrition at
all times. This path-independent model is actually equivalent to reducing the weapon
effectiveness by the attrition probability. For the purposes of this paper, a path-dependent
weapon attrition model is used such that, for every fixed distance da traveled, the weapon
has a finite probability Pa of being killed. Thus, assuming weapon i travels to target j in




(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2 can be divided into subintervals of length da. Let this be
given by,
dint = dij/da (2.8)
The total probability of i being attrited on its path to target j is then given as,
Pai,j = 1− (1− Pa)dint (2.9)
Pai,j is used during computation of the total achieved Pk by conditioning on the attrition
probability as shown in equation (2.6). Also note that during simulation, agents are
randomly attrited over each finite interval traveled according to the attrition model above.
A non-zero attrition rate introduces several complications into the assignment
problem. In particular, even homogeneous sets of agents (having identical weapon
effectiveness values) are effectively heterogeneous due to attrition if they are at different
locations with respect to the targets. Additionally, the optimal assignment may change
throughout the engagement as agents move and the overall weapon effectiveness
(accounting for attrition probability) changes. This effect becomes particularly
pronounced as the value of Pa increases.
2.5 Communication
For the purposes of this thesis, it is assumed that agents can communicate with other
agents within a limited radius. As agents receive information that updates their model of
the engagement state, they rebroadcast this information to other agents, forming a daisy-
chained network.
Each information packet broadcast by an agent contains its current belief about which
target each agent is assigned to, an estimate of the attrition probability (Pai,qi) for each
agent, an estimated arrival time for each agent at its target, and a number specifying how
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many intermediate hops this information took to reach agent i (i.e., number of times it was
rebroadcast). This last value is important because it provides a measure of confidence in
the information provided about other agents, which becomes useful in resolving disparities
if an agent receives contradictory messages about another agent. If this happens, the agent
trusts the information that was broadcast more recently.
In addition to these 4N values (where N is the number of agents), in Ch. 4 estimated
arrival times at the target also need to be communicated as well as, if the agents are
utilizing the branch and bound algorithm described in Section 3.1, information necessary
to reconcile local copies of the search tree as the algorithm progresses. Details regarding
this information transmission are provided in the aforementioned section.
If the network is connected and message passing occurs with sufficient frequency, all
agents will be able to communicate at least indirectly with all other agents. If the graph
of the network becomes disconnected then there will be no way for agents to know the
current target assignments of other agents in the disconnected portion. Maintenance of
connectivity is not considered in this work; however, others have incorporated it into their
objective functions [52]. Examples of connected and disconnected (bifurcated) networks
can be seen in Figure 2.1. In this figure, the communication radius is denoted by the
circle surrounding the agent location, and a graph of the network (where edges denote
connectivity and nodes denote agents) is shown below. If a network bifurcates, agents will
overtarget high priority targets as the agents of one sub-network will not have knowledge of
the assignments of agents in the other sub-network. As a result, higher priority targets will
be engaged by more agents than necessary to meet the desired Pk’s. As the agents converge
on their targets the network should reconnect, but there is the risk that alternative targets
have become unreachable in the interim. In addition, sudden reconnection of the network
can lead to limit cycles in the assignments in some cases. Thus limited communication can
significantly reduce performance in instances where the network becomes disconnected.
Finally, it is assumed that communication occurs at a rate much faster than
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decision-making, and that decision-making occurs on a much faster time scale than that
with which the agents approach the target set. While removing this time scale separation
poses interesting questions, such investigations are beyond the scope of this work. Note
that in all simulations performed here a communication radius of 600 m is used. This
value is selected to be large enough to ensure network connectivity in the majority of
simulation cases, but small enough that rebroadcasting must occur and disconnections do
happen.
Figure 2.1: Examples of connected (left) and disconnected (right) Networks
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CHAPTER 3
PROBABILITY OF KILL SOLUTION ALGORITHMS
3.1 Optimization Algorithms
In this thesis the focus is not on optimizing over a given cost function, but rather taking
a desired collective agent behavior or outcome, and designing a cost function that induces
that behavior. Agents can then employ an optimization algorithm that attempts to minimize
this cost. This section describes the optimization algorithms employed by each agent during
targeting decisions, while the next section describes several novel cost functions designed
to produce specific desired behaviors on the part of the agent set.
Solution of the optimization problems formulated here may theoretically employ any
deterministic or stochastic combinatorial optimization routine (for instance, see those
described in [53]). In this thesis, only a special set of distributed optimization algorithms
are investigated. These solution algorithms are selected such that they can operate under
the agent communication constraints discussed in Section 2.5. One important
consideration for practical implementations is that decision-making should be robust to
attrition in that no single agent (or group of agents) is responsible for solving the entire
global optimization problem and transmitting the solution, since the loss of this agent
could destroy the engagement capacity of everyone. Instead, a decision-making scheme in
which each agent is responsible for deciding its best action is preferred in this
environment, as such a scheme may degrade and adapt gracefully under attrition or
network disconnection. Another benefit of the distributed schemes studied here is their
ability to handle large optimization problems without excessive computational burden
—since each agent has control only over its own actions, the dimensionality of the action
space is reduced by a factor of at least N over a centralized scheme which considers all
possible actions of all agents. As a result of these benefits, only a specific set of
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distributed optimization algorithms are considered and evaluated with respect to the
proposed cost functions discussed in the next section.
3.1.1 Greedy Search
The first solution algorithm investigated is a straightforward greedy search across the
space of possible assignments. Greedy search has the advantages of being simple to
implement, deterministic, and computationally lightweight. For these reasons, greedy
search algorithms have been commonly applied to WTA problems [5, 54, 55]. While the
cost functions proposed in the next section are in general susceptible to exhibiting local
minima, it will be shown that many instances of the problem under investigation actually
do exhibit properties which ensure greedy search will converge to the global optimum.
Let Q denote the current weapon-target pairing such that Q = {(i, j)|i ∈ I, j ∈ J}
where I = {1, ...N} and J ⊆ {1, ...,M}. Note that the indices i representing the agent
number inQ form a permutation of I , while only a subset of targets in J may be represented
in Q. In the implementation of greedy search used here, each agent i selects a target j that
minimizes the resulting cost. This search function can summarized as,
qi = arg min
j∈J
C (Qj) (3.1)
where qi is the target selected by agent i, Qj represents the resulting global weapon-target
assignment if agent i selects target j, and C(Qj) represents the cost of the global
assignment Qj . Even when greedy search does not find the globally optimal solution, it
reliably converges to a local minimum which may be sufficient for many practical
applications. This process is said to be “greedy” because it selects the target which will
minimize the resulting total cost C by maximizing its current contribution, irrespective of
the subsequent decisions made by other agents.
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3.1.2 Simulated Annealing
Simulated Annealing is a stochastic optimization scheme which can be used to solve
for the global minimum of a non-convex cost function. Recall that agents make new target
selections in continuously recurring decision rounds. When using Simulated Annealing,
each time an agent makes a new decision it compares the resulting cost from choosing a
new random target to the current cost (with its currently selected target). If the candidate
assignment has a lower cost than the current assignment, it will switch to the new target. If
the candidate assignment has a higher cost it will switch to the new target with a probability
drawn from a tunable probability function. The switching probability is given in equation
(3.2) where qi is the current assignment of agent i, q′i is the candidate assignment, andC (qi)










Note that the normalization constant Cmax in (3.2) imposes the limit Ps ≤ 1. The
temperature variable in (3.2), denoted t̂, decreases monotonically with time (or any other
independent variable that strictly increases as the engagement progresses). At the
beginning of the engagement scenario, t̂ is usually large allowing agents to consider
higher cost states to potentially escape local minima. As the engagement progresses and
the number of future decisions that can be made becomes limited, the agents should
become more conservative and thus t̂ decreases. The temperature equation used in this
work is given by,
t̂ = 0.9te (3.3)
where te is the time in seconds since the beginning of the engagement. Allowing agents
to temporarily increase the cost function with their selection enables a heterogeneous set
of weapons to explore potential assignments that the greedy search would not reach. This
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algorithm is probabilistically optimal even with local minima [56] but requires time to
converge. In contrast, greedy search often converges quickly in the homogeneous case
because, when each agent in turn makes its optimal decision, the resulting assignment
after all agents have made one decision is globally optimal (this will be shown in Section
3.3). The simulated annealing approach thus proves appealing only when local minima are
present. This is often the case with heterogeneous weapon sets (where agents have differing
effectiveness values).
3.2 Cost Functions
The methodology pursued in this work is to tailor WTA cost functions to induce
specific desired behaviors on the part of the agent set, who are executing a known solution
algorithm. In the context of a WTA scenario, it is conceivable that an operator directing an
overall engagement may be able to analyze the specifics of the scenario and, based on the
relative priorities of various mission objectives, tune a cost function to generate desired
agent behaviors.
In formulation of the cost functions below, a desired behavior on the part of the agent
set is specified, and a cost function is designed to achieve this behavior. It is important to
note that the cost functions proposed here are designed separately from reachability
constraints and communications constraints, meaning these limitations are never explicitly
accounted for in the cost functions themselves. For instance, the cost functions formulated
here do not induce agents to maintain connectivity during the engagement. However,
simulation experiments in Section 3.4 do examine performance of these algorithms under
reachability and communications constraints, showing that the algorithms are functional
and performance is favorable in many cases (even if somewhat degraded compared to
ideal cases of unlimited reachability and perfect connectivity). Also note that all
subsequent analysis of the proposed cost functions assumes that agents are exercising
either the greedy search or simulated annealing algorithms described in Section 3.1. A
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major advantage of the cost functions designed here is that they are largely successful in
inducing relatively complex agent behaviors using simple solution schemes such as
greedy search or simulated annealing.
3.2.1 Sufficiency Threshold (ST) Cost Function
In the classical WTA problem the cost of a particular assignment is equivalent to the
expected value of all targets as shown in Eq. (3.4) [5].




Note that in the above equation, referred to hereafter as the traditional WTA cost, the cost
function operator CT denotes the cost associated with a particular assignment and is thus
the summation of the costs incurred by each individual agent (note that cost is initially
very high, and decreases as optimization proceeds). Further note that in Eq. (3.4), the cost
function value continues to decrease as the total achieved PkΣ,j on a target increases.
In some situations the “value” of a given target j might depend on both the Pkdes,j and
the PkΣ,j in that there should be no added incentive to engage a target that is currently
meeting or exceeding its specified Pkdes,j . In other words, agents should have no incentive
to switch to targets whose desired Pk has already been satisfied under the current
assignment. This can be achieved with the so-called “Sufficiency Threshold” (ST) cost





0 PkΣ,j > Pkdes,j
Pkdes,j−PkΣ,j
(1−Pkdes,j)
ω PkΣ,j ≤ Pkdes,j
(3.5)
In contrast to Eq. (3.4), the piecewise definition in Eq. (3.5) removes the incentive to
engage targets that are already sufficiently targeted, since adding additional agents to a
sufficiently engaged target provides zero reduction in cost. The Pkdes,j term in the
denominator makes the value of a target (in terms of the potential to reduce total cost) a
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non-linear function of its desired Pkdes,j . The value ω can be viewed as a tuning
parameter. As the value of ω increases, agents attribute more weight to Pkdes,j and thus
targets with higher Pkdes,j are prioritized more. Using a high value of ω results in the
behavior that agents will tend to satisfy higher Pkdes,j before engaging lower Pkdes,j
targets. Note that, unless otherwise specified, all results in the present work use ω = 1.
When PkΣ,j < Pkdes,j∀j, the ST cost function can be derived from the traditional
WTA cost by replacing 1 − PkΣ,j in Eq. (3.4) with Pkdes,j − PkΣ,j and setting Vj =
(1 − Pkdes,j)−ω. This means that when using the ST cost, the “value” of each target is
reflected by its desired Pk. Figure 3.1, showing the equivalent WTA value from Eq. (3.4)
as a function of Pkdes,j , demonstrates this relationship explicitly.
Furthermore, while the WTA cost can achieve negative costs (and thus adding more
agents to the engagement will always reduce the cost further), the ST cost function is lower
bounded by zero when the desired Pk’s on all targets have been met. This mathematical
equivalence means that, if the values Vj in Eq. (3.4) are set appropriately, the traditional
WTA and ST cost functions will induce identical agent behavior when PkΣ,j < Pkdes,j∀j.
Figure 3.1: Equivalent traditional WTA value vs Pkdes when using ST cost function.
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Now consider the case where PkΣ,j > Pkdes,j for some target j. Using the ST cost
function, an assignment state Q with PkΣ,j > Pkdes,j has the same cost as an assignment
state Q′ with PkΣ,j = Pkdes,j . Thus, the ST cost function will always induce agents to go
after unsatisfied targets (if there are any) over satisfied ones, since selecting a satisfied
targets yields zero marginal benefit. For the traditional WTA cost function,
CT (Q) < CT (Q
′) and thus some cost reduction may be derived from selecting an
already-satisfied target. However, just because selection of a satisfied target j results in
different cost reductions for the two cost functions does not mean the agents behave
differently. In fact, Theorem 3.2.1 shows that agent behavior in this scenario, in which at
least one of the targets has reached its desired Pk, is identical between the two cost
functions.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let Js = {j ∈ J |PkΣ,j ≥ Pkdes,j} be the set of all satisfied targets, and
Ju = {j ∈ J |PkΣ,j < Pkdes,j} be the set of all unsatisfied targets. Further assume that
Pki,j is the same ∀ i,j. Then agent i implementing the traditional WTA cost function will
always select a target from Ju rather than from Js, and thus its behavior is identical to that
induced by the ST cost function.
Proof. The theorem is proved by contradiction. Let P̃ ki,j = 1 − Pki,j represent the
complement of the effectiveness of weapon i against target j. Then, neglecting attrition,

























where Q and Q̃ represent the total assignment before and after agent i’s selection. Note
in Eq. (3.6) that because the agent set is homogeneous the effective Pk can be computed
directly as the agent effectiveness raised to the power of the number of agents targeting j,
denoted as nj .
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Now let target A ∈ Js and target B ∈ Ju. The total achieved Pk on targets A and B
can be written as follows (again neglecting attrition):
PkΣ,A = 1− P̃ k
nA
i,A = Pkdes,A + P̃ k
nA
i,AεA
PkΣ,B = 1− P̃ k
nB




where εA ≥ 0 and εB > 0 are arbitrary scalars. Note that in this homogeneous case





−CT (Q) produced by selecting targetAmust be more negative than that produced




























This equation cannot hold since εA ≥ 0 and εB > 0, and thus the theorem is proved by
contradiction.
The above analysis shows that the traditional WTA and ST cost functions will induce
identical agent behaviors when weapon effectiveness is homogeneous across all agents and
targets. For heterogeneous cases, however, the traditional WTA cost function may select
an already satisfied target over an unsatisfied one. Using the ST cost function this will
never happen. Consider a scenario with two targets A and B such that Pkdes,A = 0.35
and Pkdes,B = 0.09. Suppose there are three identical agents with effectiveness values of
Pki,A = 0.20 and Pki,B = 0.10 (thus this does not satisfy the assumption in Theorem
3.2.1 that Pki,j is the same ∀i, j). Figure 3.2 shows a decision tree for this case, where the
primary values in each node show the cost function at that state and the bracketed values
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denote [PkΣ,A, PkΣ,B]. Edges traveling left from a node indicate selecting target A, edges
traveling right indicate selecting target B. As shown in Figure 3.2, the first two agents will
select Target A using either the traditional WTA or ST cost functions (shown with green
and red arrows respectively). The third agent, however, will select Target A again if using
the traditional WTA cost function but will select Target B if using the ST cost function
since the Pk on Target A has already exceeded 0.35. Thus use of the ST cost function
results in meeting the desired Pk’s on all targets, whereas use of the traditional WTA cost
function does not.
In general, one would expect that once the desired Pk on a target is met, agents will
not continue to engage that target if others are still unsatisfied. The ST cost function
achieves this behavior in both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases, while the
traditional WTA cost function clearly does not in the heterogeneous case. From a practical
standpoint, the ST cost function is designed to operate in what is known as a
non-super-additive environment [57] in which adding additional agents is not strictly
beneficial, particularly if the real-world cost of constructing and deploying the agents is
considered.
Figure 3.2: Decision tree for an example two-target, three-weapon scenario.
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3.2.2 Enforced Tiering (ET) Cost Function
While the desired Pk for each target may be used to denote target priority, it is not
the only mechanism to do so. In realistic engagements, targets may be sorted into priority
tiers which may or may not be directly tied to the desired Pk. The desired behavior is that
targets in lower priority tiers are not targeted if there are higher priority targets that can be
reached and have unsatisfied Pkdes,j . Tiers can additionally be used to specify a different
type of priority than desired Pk can. For example, targets could be tiered by geographic
region, independent of desired Pk. Alternatively they could be tiered by capabilities, for
example the first wave of agents could take out enemy air defense systems, lowering the
attrition rate for subsequent waves [58].
This adherence to priority is not reflected in the formulation of the ST cost function,
which will potentially incentivize an agent to select a lower priority target over a higher
priority one if the weighted marginal return is better. In order to induce agents to abide by
the priority tiers the ST cost function may be calculated over the subset of targets
representing the highest priority tier that is not fully satisfied by the current assignment.
The resulting “Enforced Tiering” (ET) cost function is given in Eq. (3.10).
The ET cost function is defined piecewise as follows. Let tiers be denoted by T ∈
1, ..., τ where lower values of T denote higher priority. If any target in a higher-priority tier
has not been satisfied (PkΣ,j < Pkdes,j for some target j in a higher priority tier), then a
static penalty PT is incurred for that tier. If all targets in all tiers higher than T have been
satisfied, then the ST cost function is used for tier T . In this manner, the cost function
introduces a static penalty for all tiers below the highest one which is not satisfied. As tier
T is satisfied (meaning all desired Pk’s have been met), the static penalty on tier T + 1




CST (QT ) (PkΣ,j ≥ Pkdes,j∀j ∈ t,∀t < T )PT else (3.10)
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The penalty PT associated with a given tier has to be greater than the maximum value
of CST evaluated over all of the targets in tier T (denoted as CST,max(j ∈ T )). When an
agent satisfies the last target in tier T − 1 the equation for CET (Q) is




If PT < CST,max(j ∈ T ), it is possible that fully satisfying tier T − 1 will cause CET (Q) to
increase. In this case, depending on the solution algorithm used, agents may actually avoid
satisfying the last target in T − 1 since this will lead to a cost function increase. To avoid
this undesirable behavior it should be ensured that PT > CST,max(j ∈ T ) for all tiers.
A disadvantage of the enforced tiering cost function is that, by looking at only one
category of targets at a time, local minima may be more prevalent. To illustrate, consider
two targets A and B with Pkdes,A = 0.90 and Pkdes,B = 0.50 and three agents with
effectiveness values of Pk1,j = 0.89, Pk2,j = 0.50 and Pk3,j = 0.10. Let target A be
in tier 1 (higher), and target B be in tier 2 (lower). Suppose agents select targets in order
of decreasing effectiveness. The first agent will obviously select target A, and the second
agent will select the same target since the desired Pk is not yet satisfied. The third agent
selects target B, leaving a Pk of 0.10 on target B. When using the sufficiency threshold
cost function and eliminating target tiers, the second agent will select the lower value target
and the third agent will select the first target, meeting the desired Pk’s on both targets. In
essence, restricting the set of targets that an agent can select from will sometimes preclude
the best assignments over the entire target set. This is the natural tradeoff for trying to
enforce target tiers.
3.2.3 Completion Cost Function
The third proposed cost function is particularly suitable for heterogeneous weapons,
especially in low agent-to-target ratio engagements. Suppose the desired behavior is only
to meet the Pkdes,j values on as many targets as possible. This may be the case when
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weapon resources are extremely limited —i.e., it may be better to satisfy the desired Pk on
at least a few targets rather than achieve low Pk on all targets.
To formulate this cost function, consider agent i with effectiveness Pki,j making a
targeting decision. Given the current achieved PkΣ,j on target j, agent i determines how
many additional weapons of effectiveness Pki,j it will take to reach Pkdes,j on target j.
This is repeated for all M targets. The target for which this number is minimum is then
selected as the target to be pursued.
To implement this cost function the number of weapons of effectiveness Pki,j required
to bring PkΣ,j to Pkj,des must be computed. To calculate this, agent i considers a
homogeneous case where all agents are identical to i. Recall the formula for PkΣ,j from
Eq. (2.6). In the homogeneous case, this can be simplified to Eq. (3.12) where Nj is the
number of agents currently engaging target j.
PkΣ,j = 1− (1− Pki,j + Pki,jPaj)Nj (3.12)
By inverting this equation, the number of agents identical to agent i needed to satisfy
Pkdes,j , denoted as Ndes,j , can be calculated as shown in Eq. (3.13). Likewise, the number








ln (1− Pki,j + Pki,jPai,j)
(3.14)
By taking the difference of (3.13) and (3.14) the number of additional agents with Pki,j
needed to reach Pkdes,j can be calculated. This value is then set equal to the cost incurred
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by agent i in selecting target j, CC,i (Q), for the current assignment Q according to,
CC,i (Qj) =
ln (1− Pkdes,j)− ln (1− PkΣ,j)
ln (1− Pki,j + Pki,jPai,j)
(3.15)
Eq. (3.15) is the so-called Completion cost function. This cost function is unique compared
to the ST and ET cost formulations because the cost evaluated for a given assignment Q by
agent i cannot be compared to the cost evaluated by agent k for the same Q, if i and k have
different effectiveness or attrition values. This differs from the ST and ET cases in which
a global cost is defined that is shared and used by all agents. When optimizing under the
Completion cost, each agent has its own cost function that is unique compared to agents
with other effectiveness values.
Some edge cases must be accounted for in implementation of the Completion cost
function. In particular, if PkΣ,j ≥ Pkdes,j then the cost function should return an
arbitrarily high value to ensure that an agent will not select it. The exception is when
target j is currently being pursued by agent i (i.e., qi = j) in which case the cost function
should return zero so the agent will not switch targets. The logic for handling these cases
is given in Algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1 Completion cost function implementation.




if C < 0 then {Target j is sufficiently engaged}
if qi == j then {Agent i already targeting j}
return 0







The cost functions proposed in Section 3.2 are neither linear nor quadratic, and thus
detailed analysis is necessary in order to determine convergence properties. In this
section, the convergence properties of each proposed cost function are explored.
Furthermore, convergence properties are analyzed in terms of the desired behavior
underlying the design of each cost function.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, greedy search will yield an optimal assignment if no
local minima exist. A local minimum is an assignment that is not an optimal assignment
but is better than all other assignments in its neighborhood. In the optimization setting
considered here, the neighborhood for an agent is any state reachable by that agent
unilaterally changing its assignment. Escaping a local minimum requires passing through
a higher cost state to reach an even lower cost state, which greedy search will never do.
3.3.1 Homogeneous Case
It is well known that when using the traditional WTA cost function in (3.4) an exact
solution can be reached by greedy search if the agents are identical [54]. Likewise, when
using the ST cost function with homogeneous agents, greedy search is guaranteed to reach
the global optimum. This is formalized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let a set of N homogeneous agents (denoted as the set I) having equal
effectiveness values be engaging a set of M targets (denoted as the set J). Then greedy
search will yield the globally optimal assignment under the Sufficiency Threshold cost
function.
Proof. For the set of homogeneous agents I and the set of targets J , there exists an optimal
assignment n̂j ≥ 0, j ∈ 1, ...,M where n̂j is an integer. Note that this assignment is not
unique and that because the agents are identical the optimal assignment is defined only by
the number of agents engaging each target.
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Under greedy search, agents select the target which will yield the largest reduction in
cost due to their selection. Recall Eq. (3.6) which gives the change in state cost from
making a selection under the traditional cost function, where Q denotes the assignment
before agent i selects target j, and Q̃ denotes the assignment after selection of target j.
Modifying Eq. (3.6) for the Sufficiency Threshold cost function is simply a matter of
accounting for the fact that there is no benefit for engaging a target beyond Pkdes,j . This




















Suppose that the set of targets J is partitioned into targets that are engaged sufficiently
to meet their Pkdes,j (Js) and those that are not (Ju). If Js is empty, then the ST cost function
is equivalent to the traditional WTA cost function with target values Vj = (1− Pkdes,j)−1.
Reference [54] has shown that greedy search converges to the global optimum using the
traditional WTA cost with a homogeneous set of agents. Because the ST and traditional
WTA costs are equivalent in the case of Js = ∅, greedy search yields the optimal solution
for the ST cost in this case.
Now consider the case where Js is not empty. Defining P̃ ki,j = 1− Pki,j , there exists
j ∈ Js such that 1− ˜PK
nj





− CST (Q) = 0 (3.17)
Because the marginal cost reduction produced by selecting any target in Js is zero, agents
will only consider selecting targets in Ju which offer nonzero cost reduction. Thus the
overall assignment problem is actually reduced to a subproblem consisting of all unsatisfied
targets Ju and all agents that have not selected targets in Js. This subproblem is equivalent
to the traditional WTA problem since none of the targets in Ju has been satisfied, and thus
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by Ref. [54] greedy search is optimal in this case as well.
Note that the above proof neglects agent attrition, which makes any homogeneous set of
agents effectively heterogeneous.
While the above theorem establishes that greedy search will yield the globally optimal
solution when using the ST cost, some further analysis is required to determine whether
agent behavior matches the desired behavior. For the ST cost, the goal is to achieve the
desired Pk on all targets, with priority given to targets whose Pkdes,j is higher. It is clear
by inspection of the cost function that the ST cost is at its minimum possible value if the
Pk on all targets meets or exceeds the desired Pk’s. Furthermore if an agent is deciding
between two targets and it can increase the Pk on either of them by the same amount it will
always choose the higher priority target. Finally, if the targets have sufficiently different
achieved Pk’s, the agents will prefer a small increase on a high priority target over a larger
increase on a lower priority target. The difference required depends on the desired Pk’s
and the value being used for ω. Considering these factors together, the ST cost function
will induce the desired behaviors.
Now consider the enforced tiering cost function. The ET cost function in the
homogeneous case simply divides the problem up into subproblems that are considered
consecutively (as long as PT is set sufficiently high), and for this reason the proof
provided in [54] is also valid in establishing the optimality of greedy search for this cost
function. The desired behavior for the ET cost is that agents ignore lower tier targets until
higher tier targets are satisfied. Targets may be arranged in tiers completely independently
of their desired Pk values. Again, by inspection of the cost function it is clear that, within
a tier, the ST cost is applied and thus the desired behavior will arise within a tier. Since
selecting targets outside of the highest unsatisfied tier will not affect the value of CET (Q),
those targets will be ignored if an another assignment can lower the value of CET (Q).
Thus the ET cost function will also induce the appropriate behaviors.
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For the Completion cost function, the desired behavior is that agents should try to
achieve the desired Pk on the highest number of targets possible. In this case, Pkdes,j is
not considered a measure of target value, but rather just a measure of how many agents are
needed on a given target before it can be considered “satisfied”. The following theorem
establishes that use of greedy search in conjunction with the Completion cost function
achieves this desired behavior in the case of homogeneous agents.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let a set of N homogeneous agents having equal effectiveness values be
engaging a set of M targets (denoted as the set J). Then greedy search applied to the
Completion cost function will maximize the cardinality of Js, where Js is the set of targets
such that PkΣ,j ≥ Pkdes,j .
Proof. Recall the Completion cost function in Eq. (3.15). Neglecting attrition, the function

















) = n̂j − nj (3.18)
In Eq. 3.18, n̂j indicates the number of agents needed to satisfy target j. Thus, agent i
selects target ĵ such that
ĵ = arg min
j∈J
(n̂j − nj) (3.19)
Let the resulting assignment be denoted asQj . Consider the next decision step where agent
i + 1 selects a target, and let the resulting assignment after this decision be given by Q′j̄





= CC,i (Qj) (3.20)
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< CC,i (Qj) (3.21)
as long as CC,i (Qj) ≥ 0 (since the logic in Algorithm 3.1 prevents agents from selecting
satisfied targets). Thus, agent i + 1 will select the same target as agent i until the desired
Pk is met on that target. Furthermore, inspection of Eq. 3.19 shows that, if there are no
unsatisfied targets that have been partially engaged by other agents, agent i will select the
target with lowest Pkdes,j .
Now, suppose all targets in J are sorted according to increasing n̂j . Further suppose
that all weapons have been assigned such that targets 1 through js in this list have met their
desired Pk. Denote this subset of targets as Js, and denote the remaining unsatisfied targets
(with n̂j ≥ n̂js) as Ju. In order to move one target j from Ju into Js, at least one target
j′ must be moved from Js to Ju because n̂j′ ≤ n̂j . Thus, because the number of agents is
fixed, the cardinality of Js is maximized when it consists only of the targets with the lowest
values of Pkdes,j .
As shown in the above proof, agents executing greedy search in conjunction with the
Completion cost function will satisfy targets in order of lowest to highest Pkdes,j , thereby
maximizing the total number of targets satisfied.
3.3.2 Heterogeneous Case
If agents have different effectiveness values, it is possible for the greedy search
algorithm to miss the optimal solution. Consider the scenario in which there are four
agents of four different types and three targets, each with a different Pkdes,j . The weapon
effectiveness matrix for this example scenario is given in Table 3.1.
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Weapon Type A 40% 69% 1%
Weapon Type B 40% 1% 69%
Weapon Type C 40% 31% 1%
Weapon Type D 40% 1% 44%
Suppose the ST cost function is employed. The assignment that minimizes the total cost
is for the agent of type A to select the second target, the agent of type B select the third target
and the remaining agents to select the first target. This assignment gives PkΣ,1 = 0.64,
PkΣ,2 = 0.69, and PkΣ,3 = 0.69. However, if the agents take turns selecting targets from
A to D and a greedy search algorithm is used then agents A and B will select the first target,
agent C will select the second target and agent D will select the third target. The results
of this assignment are PkΣ,1 = 0.64, PkΣ,2 = 0.31, and PkΣ,3 = 0.44, which yields
significantly worse total cost. From this simple example it is clear that if the Pki,j’s of
every agent/target pair are not equal then local minima may exist for the ST and ET cost
functions, meaning greedy search may not find the globally optimal solution.
As can be seen from this example, the order in which agents select their targets is
important when using greedy search. In general, agents with higher effectiveness should
select first as they can have the biggest impact on the cost function (this has been referred
to as “maximum-gain scheduling” [59]). However, if agents of one type are most effective
against one subset of targets and agents of another type are most effective against another
subset of targets, there is no clear ordering and a random ordering could be selected.
Alternatively, the selection ordering could potentially be changed each decision round,
which may improve convergence to the global optimum. Note that when using simulated




A comprehensive set of simulation results are presented in order to demonstrate
behavior of the proposed cost functions and perform comparisons against the traditional
WTA cost. In addition, simulation results of heterogeneous engagements are discussed in
order to evaluate the effects of local minima with respect to the two solution algorithms.
For all simulations in this section, when the simulation is initialized targets are
randomly distributed over a square area of 750 meters by 750 meters. Agents are also
randomly distributed over an area of the same dimensions but located 2,500 meters away.
All agents are initialized to an altitude of 500 meters. This geometry is depicted in Figure






and γmax = 6.0. Decision rounds are assumed to occur once every 100 ms.
Figure 3.3: Engagement geometry initial conditions.
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3.4.1 Example Simulation Results
3.4.1.1 Homogeneous Case
A first example case explores agent behavior with the ST cost function in a
homogeneous scenario involving 9 targets and 27 agents. The greedy solution algorithm is
employed during target selection. In this example, three targets have Pkdes,j = 0.90, three
have Pkdes,j = 0.80, and three have Pkdes,j = 0.70. Weapons are homogeneous with an
effectiveness of Pki,j = 0.50 for all weapon-target pairs, but as mentioned above varying
Pai,j’s introduce some heterogeneity. Throughout this section, agents are indexed
1, ...., N while targets are indexed 1, ...,M with higher Pkdes having lower indices.
Figure 3.4 shows an example simulation time history for this engagement. To read these
plots, note that the system state after the first decision round is shown at the left of each
plot (y axis). Moving along the positive x axis shows the time evolution of the achieved
Pk and assignments as the engagement progresses. The top plot of Figure 3.4 shows the
time evolution of PkΣ,j on each target, where color represents the magnitude of PkΣ,j and
time histories end when a target is destroyed. The bottom plot shows the target selected
by each agent at each decision round, where again moving along the x-axis indicates later
decision rounds and the end of the time history indicates the agent is destroyed. Note that
because weapons are homogeneous, agents converge to the optimal assignment within the
first decision round and remain in this configuration until the first target is destroyed around
40 sec. This causes several agents to switch their selected targets. Also note that agents
abandon target 9 (the lowest value target) near the end of the engagement scenario to pursue
higher value targets, and thus target 9 has an achieved Pk of zero starting around 42 sec
and survives the engagement.
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Figure 3.4: Example simulation using ST cost function. (Top) Target PkΣ,j vs time.
(Bottom) Agent assignment vs time.
A second example highlights the effect of attrition on switching behavior. This
scenario is identical to the previous example except in this case four agents are artificially
attrited 20 sec into the engagement. Figure 3.5 shows the decision and achieved Pk time
histories. When this attrition occurs, agents engaging medium and low priority targets
switch to higher Pkdes,j targets because doing so reaches a lower cost state. This example
demonstrates the robustness of the solution approach to changes in the environment.
Although about 15% of agents are artificially destroyed, the cooperative control scheme is
able to reallocate agents effectively to maintain the desired Pk level on high priority
targets. Note that it can be seen between t = 15s and t = 20s that PkΣ,4 and PkΣ,5
increased appreciably. This is due to the cumulative probability of attrition decreasing as
the agents approach their targets. Also note the significant switching behavior at the end of
the engagement as targets are destroyed and the remaining agents switch away from them.
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Figure 3.5: Example simulation using ST cost function with four agents attrited. (Top)
Target PkΣ,j vs time. (Bottom) Agent assignment vs time.
The ST and ET cost functions essentially use Pkdes,j as a measure of target priority, and
thus pursue targets with high Pkdes,j first. In contrast, the Completion cost function seeks
to satisfy the desired Pk’s on as many targets as possible and does not consider Pkdes,j as
a measure of target value. It thus exhibits noticeably different behavior. Figure 3.6 shows
an example engagement scenario identical to that shown in Figure 3.4, except using the
Completion cost function. In this case, agents select targets with low desired Pk first as
these are most easily satisfied, and then continue on to targets with higher Pkdes,j. The
result is that high Pkdes,j targets may be completely avoided by all agents, as is the case for
target 2 in Figure 3.6. These results reflect the desired selection behavior of the Completion
cost function, namely that agents would rather satisfy the desired Pk on a small number
of targets than achieve low total Pk (which is less than the desired) on a large number of
targets. This performance will be further highlighted in the Monte Carlo results. Note that
target 2 is not destroyed at t = 22s but rather an agent is attrited and an agent switches from
target 2 to target 1 as 2 had the lowest achieved Pk. Since there are insufficient agents to
destroy all targets in this scenario, target 2 survives the engagement.
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Figure 3.6: Example simulation using completion cost function. (Top) Target PkΣ,j vs
time. (Bottom) Agent assignment vs time.
3.4.1.2 Heterogeneous Case
A final example examines the case of heterogeneous agents. Consider 12 agents
evenly divided into four different types and 9 targets evenly divided among three different
types. Weapon effectiveness values for each agent and desired Pk’s for each set of targets
are the same as those given in Table 3.1, and the ST cost function is used. Two simulations
are conducted in this configuration: one using the greedy search algorithm, the other using
simulated annealing. Greedy search results are shown in Figure 3.7, while simulated
annealing results are shown in Figure 3.8. The final achieved Pk’s for each engagement
are shown in Table 3.2, along with the globally optimal assignment. Note that in this
particular case the globally optimal assignment can be determined by hand since all
weapons are equally effective against high value targets. Specifically, the optimal
assignment is given by all agents of Type A targeting medium value targets, all agents of
Type B targeting low value targets, and agents of Type C and D targeting high value
targets.
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Several interesting features are demonstrated in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 as well as Table 3.2.
First note that in the greedy search case, the solution converges to a local minimum almost
immediately and remains there until the first target is killed. In contrast, the simulated
annealing case shows significant switching early in the engagement, finally settling on a
solution around 5 sec. The result, as shown in Table 3.2, is that simulated annealing is
able to get much closer to the optimal solution and achieve higher Pk values than the
greedy search. However, simulated annealing is not able to achieve the global optimum
because the target set available to each agent is reduced by dynamic constraints. Overall,
this example highlights the ability of a stochastic optimizer to significantly outperform
greedy approaches when substantial heterogeneity is present.
Figure 3.7: Example simulation with heterogeneous agents using ST cost function and
greedy search. (Top) Target PkΣ,j vs time. (Bottom) Agent assignment vs time.
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Optimal 64% 69% 69%
Greedy Search 64% 31% 44%
Sim. Anneal. 68.8% 46% 69%
Figure 3.8: Example simulation with heterogeneous agents using ST cost function and
simulated annealing. (Top) Target PkΣ,j vs time. (Bottom) Agent assignment vs time.
3.4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Results
Because each engagement scenario includes probabilistic elements (attrition, random
initial location, etc), the behavior induced by the proposed cost functions is best analyzed
through the use of Monte Carlo simulation. To this end a variety of Monte Carlo
simulations are described using each cost function at varying weapon target ratios.
In the first scenario, nine targets are divided into three groups according to desired
Pk: three with Pkdes,j = 0.90, three with Pkdes,j = 0.80, and three with Pkdes,j = 0.70.
Weapons are homogeneous with an effectiveness of Pki,j = 0.50 for all weapon-target
pairs, but of course varying Pai,j’s introduce some heterogeneity. In each example, the
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number of agents is varied to demonstrate behavior of the cost function for several weapon
target ratios. For each weapon target ratio, 50 trials are run and the PkΣ,j on each target
is recorded after 10 sec. This value is then averaged over each group of targets for the 50
trials. Note that the expected achieved Pk after 10 sec is used as a metric of success for
each scenario since, by this point in the scenario, the solution has usually converged but no
targets have yet been destroyed. While the number of targets destroyed in each example
could potentially have been used as a metric of success, this would have required many
more simulation trials to produce a statistically significant result given the relatively low
number of targets of each type.
Figure 3.9: Expected Pk vs agent/target ratio using ST cost function (ω = 1) and greedy
search. Heavy line denotes mean value, lighter line denotes 2-standard-deviation lower
bound.
Figure 3.9 shows Monte Carlo results using the ST cost function with ω = 1. In Figure
3.9, the average result from each ratio is plotted with a heavy line and the 2-standard-
deviation lower bound is plotted with the light line. Note that in these cases, at low weapon
target ratios agents select high Pkdes,j targets first since desired Pk is used as a measure
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of priority in the ST cost function. As weapon target ratio grows, agents begin to select
targets with lower Pkdes,j since this results in the maximum marginal return. As a result,
the weapon set does not satisfy all high Pkdes,j targets (on average) until a weapon target
ratio of about 2.8. In contrast, Figure 3.10 shows the same Monte Carlo results using the ST
cost except with ω = 2.5. Note that, unlike in the ω = 1 case, the high Pkdes,j targets nearly
reach their desired Pk value near a weapon target ratio of 1 (although it is not fully met
until a ratio of 2.3). As mentioned in the discussion of the ST cost, increasing ω incentives
agents to prioritize high Pkdes,j targets over lower Pkdes,j targets, a trend that is evident
in comparison of Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Thus ω can be viewed as a tuning parameter that
allows an operator to specify whether agents should prioritize meeting the desired Pk’s on
high-value targets first, or meeting them on all targets collectively.
Figure 3.10: Expected Pk vs agent/target ratio using ST cost function (ω = 2.5) and
greedy search. Heavy line denotes mean value, lighter line denotes 2-standard-deviation
lower bound.
Figure 3.11 shows the same scenario as in Figure 3.9, except using the ET cost function.
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In this case targets are arranged in tiers by Pkdes,j . In contrast to the ST results, the ET
cost function prevents any lower Pkdes,j targets from being engaged until all higher Pkdes,j
targets have been satisfied. This results in all higher Pkdes,j targets being satisfied (on
average) by a weapon target ratio of about 1.2, which is much lower than in the ST case.
Thus, in cases where Pkdes,j really does reflect target priority, the ET cost function will
outperform the traditional WTA and ST cost functions at lower weapon target ratios.
Figure 3.11: Expected Pk vs agent/target ratio using ET cost function and greedy search.
Heavy line denotes mean value, lighter line denotes 2-standard-deviation lower bound.
In many practical scenarios, target priority may not be a function of Pkdes,j but rather
other characteristics such as target location. Consider a case in which three geographical
regions are defined as shown in Figure 3.12. One region is defined as a high priority region,
one as medium priority, and one as low priority. These regions may for instance reflect areas
of different strategic value. One target of each desired Pk level is placed in each area. The
ET cost function is then exercised on this example, with tiers given by geographic area
rather than Pkdes,j . The results are shown in Figure 3.13. Here, the “flat line” behavior is
still observed similar to Figure 3.11, with targets of lower tiers being neglected until there
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is a sufficient weapon target ratio to completely satisfy targets of all higher tiers.
Figure 3.12: Notional target tiering as a function of geographic location. Each tier has one
target of each of three desired Pk’s.
Figure 3.13: Expected Pk vs agent/target ratio using ET cost function and greedy search
for Monte Carlo example with geographic target tiering.
Another Monte Carlo example highlights performance of the Completion cost function
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at various weapon target ratios. This example uses the same scenario as that used in Figures
3.9 and 3.11. In Figure 3.14, the y-axis is altered to present the number of agents targeting
a given class of targets on average, and dashed lines represent the number necessary to
achieve the desired Pk. Figure 3.14 clearly shows the expected behavior that targets which
are easily satisfied are engaged first (at low weapon target ratios), followed by targets which
are more difficult to kill. Note that this behavior is strikingly different from the previous
examples but is achieved just by changing the cost function within the same optimization
framework.
Figure 3.14: Expected Pk vs agent/target ratio using Completion cost function and greedy
search.
As a final step in the analysis of the Monte Carlo results, the data from Figures 3.9, 3.11,
and 3.14 were processed to determine the number of targets whose Pkdes,j had been met.
Furthermore, an additional Monte Carlo simulation was performed using the traditional
WTA cost given in equation (3.4). This simulation, performed for comparison purposes,
uses the same scenario as the above Monte Carlo runs (nine targets of three different desired
Pk’s).
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The results of this comparison are shown in Figures 3.15 - 3.18. In each of these
figures, a “completed” target means one whose desired Pk is met. Figure 3.15 shows the
number of total completed targets, while Figures 3.16 - 3.18 show completed targets of
high, medium, and low desired Pk respectively. Several interesting features are apparent
from these figures. First, note that the results for the ST and traditional WTA cost
functions are essentially the same, since these cost functions induce identical agent
behavior in homogeneous engagement scenarios. Second, in terms of total targets
completed Figure 3.15 shows that the Completion cost function satisfies the most targets
at any weapon target ratio due to its emphasis on target completion during marginal cost
computation. However, comparing Figures 3.16 and 3.18, it is apparent that the ET cost
function prioritizes high desired Pk targets, while the Completion cost function leads
agents to prioritize low desired Pk targets which are easier to satisfy. The key point
evident in these figures is that, in terms of total targets satisfied, both the ET and
Completion cost functions outperform the traditional WTA cost at any weapon target ratio
below about 3. Furthermore, Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show that the ET cost satisfies more
high and medium Pkdes,j targets than the traditional WTA cost, at the expense of worse
performance against low Pkdes,j targets. In cases where Pkdes,j is representative of target
priority, these results show that the ET cost provides much better target selection behavior
especially when the weapon target ratio is relatively low.
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Figure 3.15: Total number of satisfied targets vs agent/target ratio.
Figure 3.16: Number of satisfied Pkdes,j = 0.90 targets vs agent/target ratio.
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Figure 3.17: Number of satisfied Pkdes,j = 0.80 targets vs agent/target ratio.
Figure 3.18: Number of satisfied Pkdes,j = 0.70 targets vs agent/target ratio.
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CHAPTER 4
SEQUENCED AND SIMULTANEOUS ARRIVAL SOLUTION ALGORITHMS
This chapter extends the cost functions presented in Ch. 3 to incorporate additional
tactical considerations, in particular the arrival times of agents. Recall from Ch. 2 that
agents are modeled as point masses with direct control over their descent rate, heading and
lateral speed vh in the ~II− ~JI plane. The agents can vary their lateral speed within the range
of vh,nom ± ∆V where vh,nom is a nominal speed and 2∆V is the width of the achievable
speed range. Because agents are assumed to fly straight-line paths to their selected targets,
















where (xqi, yqi) denote the position coordinates of the target currently pursued by agent i.
Note that this straight-line path may be used without loss of generality since a curved path
to the target under certain speed constraints has an analogous set of speed constraints for a
straight-line path.
4.1 Optimization Algorithms
This section describes a new optimization algorithm employed by each agent during
targeting decisions, while the next section describes the novel cost function designed to
balance timing and Pk objectives. The previous chapter introduced greedy search and
simulated annealing optimization algorithms. However, in this chapter several objectives
must be balanced at once, meaning that the straightforward schemes presented in Ch. 3
may lead to reduced performance. When considering timing-based objectives, the initial
locations of agents introduces significant heterogeneity and limits the efficacy of greedy
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search. For this reason, this chapter introduces a branch and bound algorithm that
produces better results for the multi-objective problem, at the expense of additional
computational burden and communications requirements. Section 4.3 of this chapter
compares the performance of this new algorithm with that of greedy search, quantifying
the performance improvement to be gained with the additional computation of branch and
bound.
4.1.1 Branch and Bound
Branch and bound is a state-space search algorithm for combinatorial optimization
problems which relies on a systematic, targeted enumeration scheme. While all branch
and bound schemes use the same overall enumeration strategy, the algorithm
implementation is problem-dependent. Several authors have proposed branch and bound
implementations for the classical WTA problem [60, 61]. However, due to the addition of
sequential timing or simultaneous arrival constraints in the present work, a new branch
and bound scheme must be developed.
Before this branch and bound algorithm can be described, two agent behaviors must
be defined. Both of these behaviors are implemented as functions that take an assignment
problem as an argument and return modified copies. The first behavior, referred to as
“Solve”, takes a partial assignment as input and applies greedy search on all agents that are
unassigned. For one agent at a time, the “Solve” scheme assigns that agent to the target that
produces the largest marginal return. The result of this function is a fully-assigned version
of the original partial assignment, referred to as a feasible solution, and the cost function
evaluated over this copy will be greater than or equal to the optimal cost given the partial
assignment that was originally used. This means that applying Solve to a partially assigned
problem and then calculating the cost function gives an upper bound on the optimal cost by
establishing that a solution at least that good exists.
The second behavior, referred to as “Relax”, takes the partial assignment and modifies
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it in such a way that applying Solve will result in finding the globally optimal solution
to the modified version. The most important property of Relax, as expressed in Eq. 4.2,
is that given a partial assignment, QP , applying Relax on QP yields a problem that can
be optimally solved by Solve and for which the optimal cost value is no greater than that
exhibited by the optimal solution of the original problem starting from QP . The relaxation
used here is based on the method presented by Ahuja [60]. It should be noted that the
assignment reached by applying Relax and then Solve does not necessarily correspond
with the optimal assignment, but rather it provides a lower bound on the optimal cost.
By making two copies of a partial assignment, applying Solve to one and Relax/Solve to
the other, the upper and lower bounds respectively on the optimal cost given that partial
assignment can be found.

QR = Relax (QP )
{Q∗|QR} = Solve (QR)
C ({Q∗|QR}) ≤ C ({Q∗|QP})
 (4.2)
The scheme used by the Relax algorithm, termed a relaxation, is entirely dependent
on the specifics of the problem, but is not necessarily unique for a given problem. The
relaxation function used here is designed for the WTA problem with the arrival time-based
cost function, which is presented in Section 4.2. In short, the cost is the sum of Pk-based
and arrival time-based cost functions, weighted by a user-defined scalar parameter α:
CCOMP(Q) = αCPk(Q) + (1− α)CT (Q) (4.3)
In this case, the relaxation occurs in two steps: relaxation of effectiveness and relaxation
of arrival time. To relax the effectiveness, each unassigned agent’s effectiveness against
each target is increased to be equal to the maximum effectiveness against that target over
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where Pkrelaxi,j denotes the effectiveness assigned to the relaxed agents. This results in the
relaxed problem being homogeneous and thus the Solve routine, which performs greedy
search, will find the globally optimal solution [60]. Since Pkrelaxi,j ≥ Pki,j for all
unassigned agents, this implies that the Pk-based cost of the relaxed full assignment will
be less than or equal to the Pk-based cost of the optimized unrelaxed (actual) full
assignment, i.e. CrelaxPk ≤ CPk.
The above relaxation scheme treats only the Pk portion of the composite cost, but does
not address the time-sequencing or simultaneity portion CT . To relax simultaneity, the
allowable deviation of velocity is set to the nominal velocity, ∆V = Vh,nom. As can be
seen from Eq. 4.5, this extends the arrival time bounds for each agent such that if all agents






A perfectly timed arrival by all targets gives a time cost of CrelaxT = 0. The combined effect
of these relaxations is that, no matter the value of α, Crelax = αCrelaxPk +(1− α)CrelaxT ≤ C
for a given partial assignment.
With the Relax and Solve functions defined, the branch and bound algorithm
description can proceed. The algorithm begins by generating a table of partial assignments
for each agent-target pair, totaling M × N initial assignments. Solve and Relax/Solve
provides upper and lower bounds, respectively, on the optimal cost for each partial
assignment. These partial assignments form the roots of parallel search trees for the
branch and bound algorithm. At this stage, a clean-up step is performed where the
algorithm “prunes” any partial assignments for which the lower bound is higher than the
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upper bound for another partial assignment. This step reduces the dimension of the search
tree and speeds convergence. The full assignment used to create the upper bound for each
partial assignment is also saved for reasons that will be explained later.
The bounds calculated in this first step can be used to sort the partial assignments to
find the order in which they should be expanded. The ordering selected can affect how
long the algorithm takes to converge to the global optimum, and various ordering schemes
may be used. In this work, the agents are sorted from lowest to highest upper bound and
then, within the partial assignments that have the same upper bound, from lowest to highest
lower bound. Figure 4.1 shows the sorted list of initial partial assignments for a simple two
agent, two target case. The notation Q = {∗, 1} denotes a partial assignment in which
agent 1 has not selected a target and agent 2 is engaging target 1.
Figure 4.1: Partial assignments, sorted from left to right. Asterisks denote an unassigned
agent.
As the algorithm continues to explore and prune the search tree as described below,
eventually an agent’s choice of targets will be reduced to a single target representing the
now-known optimal assignment for that agent. Propagating this information when it is
found serves two purposes. First, it can tighten the bounds on unconverged partial
assignments. Second, it reduces the dimension of the problem so that the Relax and Solve
functions can execute more quickly. For every nonpruned, unconverged partial assignment
the solved agents are assigned to their optimal targets and the bounds are updated. If this
causes additional agents to prune down to their optimal assignments then this process can
be repeated.
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Once the initial set of pair-wise partial assignments are enumerated, the main loop of
the algorithm begins. In the main loop, agents select a partial assignment, referred to as
a node, from one of the search trees rooted in the table to expand. To select a node to
investigate, the following tests are applied at each level of the tree in a recursive manner
to each of the M × N trees until a viable node is found. If the test on a node returns
that it is not a valid candidate for expansion then the test moves on to the next untested
node on that level. If a level is exhausted without finding a valid candidate then the test
on the parent node returns no valid candidate and moves on to the next node at the higher
level. The nature of the tests are such that if a node is not a valid candidate for expansion,
none of its child nodes are either. Additionally, if a node has child nodes that are valid
candidates, the algorithm would prefer to expand the children first, only further expanding
a node with children if that node is a valid candidate but none of its existing child nodes are
valid candidates for expansion. Depth-first search algorithms such as this run the risk of
poor run times [62] but, in this case, sorting the nodes for expansion focuses the algorithm
on the most promising branches. To be a valid candidate for expansion, a node must not be
pruned, must have differing lower and upper bounds on the cost, and the agent performing
the expansion must be unassigned with a non-empty domain of possible targets.
Once an agent selects a node to expand, it expands the tree by creating a new child
node for each target in the agent’s domain. As part of the expansion, the upper and lower
bounds of the expanded node are calculated with the generating agent assigned to that
target. Agent 1’s expansion for the above example is shown in Fig 4.2. It should be noted
that in this example there is one optimal child assignment (to the left) given the parent
partial assignment and that the other child node is pruned (to the right). Since all
assignments where agent 1 is assigned to target 2 are shown to be suboptimal, if there
were more nodes to be expanded then target 2 could be removed from agent 1’s domain as
it is known that the optimal assignment doesn’t contain target 2 being assigned to agent 1.
In the next step, the results of the expansion are propagated up the search tree. Once a
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Figure 4.2: Agent 1 expands leftmost node in which it is unassigned.
partial assignment has been expanded, its upper bound is equal to the lowest upper bound
amongst its children. If the expansion did not find a better unrelaxed solution than the one
that generated the parent’s upper bound, then this unrelaxed (incumbent) solution is kept
as a known “best” solution for this partial assignment. Due to the nature of the relaxation,
the child assignments of a given partial assignment cannot be relaxed to the same degree
as the parent. This is why it is important to create a child for each target in the agent’s
domain, even though its lower bound might be higher than its parent’s. The lowest lower
bound among the children is propagated up the tree to the parent and is a valid lower bound
because the expansion was exhaustive for that agent. The propagation is then performed
under these same rules recursively up the tree to each parent. Additionally, the upper bound
is passed to theN root nodes corresponding to assignments in the incumbent solution. This
progressive tightening of the bounds is what eventually leads to pruning of suboptimal
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assignments.
Continuing the above example case, in Figure 4.3 the results of the expansion are
propagated. The leftmost two root assignments converge to the optimal cost associated
with the optimal assignment of Q = {1, 2}. The rightmost root assignment now has a
reduced upper bound due to propagation up the tree, but the lower bound remains
unchanged. As both of the rightmost two assignments have higher lower bounds than
another upper bound, they are pruned and the algorithm exits having found the optimal
assignment.
The main loop runs until the optimal assignment for each agent is found or until a
prespecified end condition is met. With algorithms of this type there is no guaranteed
convergence rate, so as a practical matter it is advisable to use an early-termination criterion
to restrict run time to some desired limit. In this work, execution is halted after a maximum
number of node expansions and the best solution found at that point is applied. Because at
any point during execution it is always possible to produce a “best solution found so far”,
the above branch and bound scheme is an anytime algorithm [63].
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Figure 4.3: Expansion results are propagated upwards to the root assignments.
Assuming that the agents are capable of communicating reliably, the above branch and
bound search process can be distributed by having each agent select a partial assignment
for expansion from a local copy of the search tree, performing the expansion step and then
sharing the results with the other agents. The propagation and pruning steps can then be
performed on the local copies independently so as to minimize the amount of information
that needs to be shared between agents. A high-level overview of a decision round using
this branch and bound scheme is shown for agent i in Figure 4.4. In this context, a decision
round is defined as each agent in turn selecting two nodes for expansion: one node which
is selected for its potential to find a better solution than the incumbent, and the other for
its potential to prune unpromising branches of the search tree. After each agent selects two
nodes it broadcasts updates to the search tree and the next agent selects its nodes.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart summarizing an iteration of the algorithm for a single agent.
Branch and bound is fundamentally an enumeration method and its completeness comes
from either proving that, for every region in a search space, an optimal solution cannot
exist in that region, or by fully exploring the region. As can be seen in Sec. 4.3, an optimal
solution will frequently be found long before it is proven to be optimal by the algorithm
(through pruning of all other solutions). Since it isn’t generally possible to predict when
the optimal solution will be found, for an online implementation of this algorithm each
agent should assign itself to the target corresponding to its assignment in the incumbent
solution, or best solution found so far. This ensures that even if the assignment isn’t proven
to be optimal before the termination criteria is reached, the agents will still pursue some
assignment while attempting to find a better one.
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4.1.2 Computational Complexity
The general WTA problem withN agents andM targets is a combinatorics problem, so




solutions. This of course guarantees
an optimal solution. Greedy search, as shown in [64], can achieve very good results in
some cases by evaluating O (M ×N) solutions or, when computation is distributed across
the agents,O (M) solutions onboard each agent. Branch and bound is an enumeration-type




; however, termination criteria and heuristics
allow for its practical performance to be much better. For each decision round, each agent
will perform two iterations of greedy search for each target in its domain. This gives
O (M2 ×N2) evaluations or O (M2 ×N) per agent if distributed as described above.
Note that the above complexity values are not measured in time but in the number of
solutions to be evaluated. Evaluating the Pk-based cost function can be done in O (N)
or in O (N +M) time, depending on the algorithm used. The arrival time cost function
is more complicated as it requires optimizing the arrival times of M subsets of agents
(i.e., all the agents that choose a given target). If for a particular target j, the subset Nj
has been seen before, the arrival times for the agents can simply be looked up from a
hash table. In general, however, subsets without known optimal timings will require time-





runtime complexity in the worst case.
4.2 Cost Functions
The approach used here seeks to tailor the optimization cost function to induce specific
desired behaviors from the set of agents, independent of the solution or assignment
algorithm implemented. Multiple Pk-based cost functions are defined in Ch. 3, with each
eliciting different behaviors from the agents. Of these, the Sufficiency Threshold (CST )
cost function is used for all experiments presented in the results section of this chapter.
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The timing cost function (CT ) is integrated, along with existing Pk-based cost functions,
into the composite cost function (CCOMP) detailed at the end of this section.
4.2.1 Timing Cost Function
It is conceivable that an operator deploying a multi-agent weapon system would want
the arrival times of all agents engaging a given target to be separated by certain intervals.
Alternatively, the operator may desire simultaneous arrival of all agents at a given target.
Note that simultaneity is simply a special case with an arrival interval width of zero seconds,
so it is desirable that the same cost function handle both scenarios. Consider a vector ~t of
length Nj which consists of the arrival times of all agents engaging target j. Further,
there exists a constant linear mapping h : RNj 7→ RNj such that the elements of h(~t) are
monotonically increasing. The box constraints on arrival times are given by lbi ≤ ti ≤ ubi
where ti denotes element i of ~t. These constraints are due to the minimum and maximum
target closing speeds (vh,nom±∆V ) for each agent as described earlier. For convenience the
notation ~τ = h(~t) is adopted. This allows a neighborhood of the state space to be defined,
max(τi−1,h (lb)i) ≤ τi ≤ min(τi+1,h (ub)i) (4.6)





(τi+1 − τi − S)2 (4.7)
If the agents can vary their arrival times without bounds, then there are infinitely many
optimal solutions. More realistically, however, each agent has minimum and maximum
arrival time constraints on each target based on factors such as vehicle dynamics, fuel
limitations, path constraints, etc. Under these constraints there could be zero, one or many
solutions which yield CT = 0 for a given target and subset of agents. As discussed below,
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for a given set of agents pursuing target j, the ordering and arrival times of agents must be
optimized using some numerical algorithm. The resulting cost is then used in a composite
cost function to evaluate the assignment.
The task of optimizing arrival times for a given set of agents can be broken into two
subproblems. The first is to find a possibly unique agent ordering which can yield the
optimal set of arrival times. The second step is to find the optimal agent arrival times for
that ordering. This is thus the globally optimal time cost for this set of agents.
The natural choice for initial agent ordering is to place them in the order in which they
would arrive if each agent traveled at its nominal velocity vh,nom. Because the velocities of
the agents are assumed to have the same maximum and minimum values for each agent, the
minimum and maximum arrival times are also monotonically increasing when the agents
are in the nominal order. This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1. Define wi = ubi − lbi. If wi ≤ wi+1∀i then the globally optimal timing
~topt satisfies topt,i ≤ topt,i+1∀i.
Proof. Assume that for a given set of agents and a given desired arrival time interval the
globally optimal solution occurs when agent a arrives at time ta and agent b at time tb < ta
even though ta,nom < tb,nom. Thus, the arrival time ranges for each agent overlap (ta,max >
tb,min =⇒ ta,min < tb < ta,max, and vice versa). This means that an alternative solution
exists at t∗a = tb, t
∗
b = ta with the same cost value but with the agents arriving in the nominal
ordering. As can be seen in the top half of Figure 4.5, because the bounds on arrival time
are computed as the straight line agent-target distance divided by vh + ∆V or vh − ∆V ,
the nominal ordering will be the same whether agents are sorted by minimum or maximum
arrival time, or the midpoint in their arrival time ranges (“mean” time). In contrast, if the
bounds are such that one agent’s reachable times are a subset of another’s as shown in the
bottom of Figure 4.5, then the optimal ordering might be based on the minimum arrival
time, mean arrival time or (as in this case) maximum arrival time. If this is the case, the
analytic solution for computing the optimal arrival times presented later in this section is
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Figure 4.5: Example Arrival Time Intervals and Optimal Orderings.
not applicable. Under the current assumptions this scenario is only possible for relaxed
agents under the branch and bound solution scheme. In the case of relaxed agents, wi =∞
so the arrival times of all unrelaxed agents are subsets of those of all relaxed agents.
Recall from the previous section that evaluation of the cost function for a partial
assignment in branch and bound requires the evaluation of the composite cost function,
which includes an optimization of arrival times. The relaxation step complicates the
ordering as it requires that all relaxed agents be identical. This means that no speed
constraints are imposed on the relaxed agents, meaning they have infinitely large arrival
time bounds and no nominal arrival time can be defined. For this reason, the nominal
ordering is used for the unrelaxed (or already assigned) agents and then relaxed agents are
apportioned into the gaps between pairs of unrelaxed agents in such a way as to yield the
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optimal timing given the bounds of the unrelaxed agents. As shown below, greedy search
is sufficient for this apportionment task. Each relaxed agent is added to each gap in turn
and then the optimal timing is found and the cost evaluated. By assigning each agent to
the gap which gives the biggest immediate reduction in CT , the globally optimal
apportionment of relaxed agents is found.
Theorem 4.2.2. Given a set NUj of unrelaxed agents with bounded arrival times engaging
target j and a set of NRj relaxed agents without arrival time bounds, the apportionment of
relaxed agents between unrelaxed agents that yields the optimal arrival time solution can
be found using greedy search.
Proof. The optimization of arrival times for agents engaging the same target is comprised
of two parts, finding the optimal arrival ordering and then finding the optimal times given
that ordering. As shown above, when all of the agents have bounded arrival times, the
optimal ordering is the same as the ordering at the nominal velocity. If there are NRj < Nj
relaxed agents engaging a target, the optimal ordering is less obvious. The problem can be
framed as apportioning the relaxed agents into the gaps betweenNUj = Nj−NRj unrelaxed
agents.
Define gi to be the number of relaxed agents between unrelaxed agents i and i + 1. If
the interval between the unrelaxed agents i and i + 1 is larger than the desired spacing,
these relaxed agents enable a reduction in the arrival time intervals closer to the desired
spacing. Note that if there are excess agents, they can equivalently be placed after the last
unrelaxed agent, or before the first unrelaxed agent, and perfectly spaced out according to
the desired interval S. These “excess” relaxed agents can be said to belong to gap gNUj .
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lbi ≤ ti ≤ ubi, i = 1, . . . , NUj
(4.8)
The proof will proceed through induction. To that end, define the apportionment
solution with m ≤ NRj relaxed agents as g(m), and let g
(m)
i represent the number of
relaxed agents arriving after unrelaxed agent i and before unrelaxed agent i+ 1 in solution
g(m). The greedy search algorithm employed here starts with g0i = 0, i = 0, . . . , N
U
j and
iteratively adds one relaxed agent to the gap that results in the lowest cost state until all
NRj agents have been apportioned. By making the locally optimal choice at each iteration
the globally optimal apportionment is reached.
Greedy search will yield the optimal solution to a problem if it can be shown that the
problem exhibits what is known as optimal substructure [65]. This means that the optimal
solution is constructed from the optimal solutions of all of its subproblems. In this context,
this means that given the optimal solution r(m+1) with a set of unrelaxed agents, the optimal
subassignment r(m) with the same set of unrelaxed agents and only m relaxed agents is at
least as good as any other solution with m relaxed agents.
Define a subassignment r(m) that differs from r(m+1) by the removal of a single relaxed












where A is the gap between unrelaxed agents associated with the smallest increase in the
cost function if one relaxed agent is removed from the gap. If the problem exhibits
optimal substructure, then r(m) is the optimal assignment with m relaxed agents
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apportioned. Assuming this isn’t the case, let there exist an optimal assignment g(m) that
is distinct from r(m).
If the optimal g(m) differs from r(m) only by a single relaxed agent being assigned to a
different gap, then note that unassigning that agent cannot increase the cost function less
than unassigning it from A (i.e., the step needed to go from r(m+1) to r(m)). In this case

















Note that removing a relaxed agent from r(m)− and assigning it to r
(m)
+ will transform
it into the solution g(m) and, by the assumption of suboptimality, reduce the cost function.
Decrementing r(m)− cannot increase the cost function by more than decrementing A did,









. Thus r(m) cannot differ from g(m) by the assignment of only a single relaxed
agent if r(m) is suboptimal. At best, reassigning a single relaxed agent from r(m) can only
find a solution with an equal cost.
By extension, reassigning multiple agents from one or more gaps to others can at best
find an equal cost solution. This is because reassigning multiple agents is the same as
sequentially reassinging one, so r(m) must be optimal. Since the cost cannot be further
lowered, the optimal subassignment of r(m+1) optimally solves the subproblem of m
relaxed agents. This means that the problem exhibits optimal substructure and can be
solved with greedy search.
With the optimal ordering established, it remains to find the optimal arrival times
given that ordering. Since the CT cost function is simply the sum of squares, the arrival
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time optimization once the ordering is established is a linear least squares problem with
maximum and minimum constraints on each variable. As such, the problem can be solved
using a gradient-based iterative solver such as an interior point scheme. Unfortunately, the
convergence properties of these iterative schemes depend on the proximity of the initial
guess to the optimal solution and whether the initial guess is valid with respect to the
constraints. As an alternative, an analytic solution scheme is developed that has the
advantage of requiring a known deterministic number of computations to compute the
optimal solution. This is particularly beneficial for practical implementation since a
solution can be guaranteed in a known amount of time. This analytical solution scheme is
detailed below.
The analytical method starts by ordering the agents as described above, using greedy
search if the problem is partially relaxed. The earliest-arriving agent is then assigned an
arrival time at its lower bound. Then, the second agent is set to arrive as close as possible
to the desired spacing, S, from the first. If the second agent is at its lower bound, then the
first agent’s arrival time will be increased so as to minimize CT . This process continues,
in which agent i is added to the list and its arrival time is selected to achieve a spacing as
close as possible to S from agent i−1. Then the arrival times of agents i−1, i−2, ..., 1 are
adjusted accordingly. This process of adding an agent, then correcting all the prior agent
arrival times, is repeated until all agents have been added.
A small example case is presented here to demonstrate the arrival time assignment
process. In this case, four agents seek to achieve a desired spacing of S = 3 sec. The
achievable arrival times are given in Table 4.1. In the example presented, the final agent (4)
is being added, and then the arrival times for all prior agents (1, 2, and 3) are adjusted. This
represents the final iteration of the algorithm, after which the optimal arrival times have
been found.
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Agent 1 2.0 4.0
Agent 2 8.5 10.5
Agent 3 11.5 14
Agent 4 15 17.5
At the current iteration of the algorithm, Agent 4 is placed at an arrival time of 15
sec given the prior guess of Agent 3’s arrival time. In order to adjust the arrival times of
the agents preceding Agent 4, the algorithm must determine which agents will be at their
extreme values in the optimal solution, and then equally space the agents between them.
From the latest agent’s arrival time, the maximum and minimum interval width is
calculated for each preceding agent. Going from the penultimate agent to the earliest, the
intersection of sequential interval widths is calculated until an agent is reached that
doesn’t have an interval within the intersection. To better explain this, as can be seen in
the bottom plot of Figure 4.6, Agent 3 can achieve an interval of between 1 and 3.5 sec
from the lower bound of Agent 4. This allows for the tentative placement of Agent 3 at 12
seconds (marked with a blue X in the top plot of Figure 4.6), which matches the desired
spacing given Agent 4’s arrival time of 15 sec. Considering Agent 2, as seen in Figure 4.7,
the range of possible intervals shrinks to between 2.25 and 3.25. Since this still includes
the desired spacing, a zero-error timing of agents 2, 3, and 4 can still be found.
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Figure 4.6: (Top) Span of Achievable Arrival Times for Agent 3. (Bottom) Achievable
Intervals for Agent 3.
Figure 4.7: (Top) Agent 2 Added (Bottom) The Intersection Has Shrunk, But Still Includes
the Desired Spacing.
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Figure 4.8: (Top) Equal Spacing (pink) is Not Achievable. (Bottom) Minimum Bound (B)
is Above the Maximum Bound (C)
.
When Agent 1 is considered, its minimum spacing from Agent 2 is greater than the
maximum spacing of the intersection so far as shown in the bottom of Figure 4.8. This
bifurcates the problem and ensures that Agent 2 (which generated the maximum spacing
in the intersection) is at its lower extreme. Agent 3 is then evenly placed between Agents
2 and 4. The justification for placing Agent 2 at its extreme value is shown in Figure
4.8, where the desired placement of Agent 2 (denoted with a pink x) is to the left of its
achievable bounds.
With the arrival times of Agents 2 and 4 set, then the arrival time of Agent 3 is evenly
spaced between them. Because the achievable sequential spacings between Agents 2 to 3
and Agents 3 to 4 overlap, the midway point is in the range of Agent 3. Thus, Agent 3 is
placed evenly spaced between Agents 2 and 4. Finally, Agent 1’s arrival time can be set
so as to yield a gap with Agent 2 that is as close to the desired spacing as possible. Once
Agent 1’s arrival time is found, this completes the optimal timing solution for Agents 1-4.
This procedure is formalized in the pseudocode listed in Algorithm 4.1. The following
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theorem states that this algorithm leads to the globally optimal arrival timing vector.
Algorithm 4.1 Arrival time optimization algorithm given lb and
ub
Initialize empty vector t
Append lb[0] to t
for i = 1:length(lb) - 1 do
Append min(max(t[i− 1] + S, lb[i]), ub[i]) to t
for j = i:-1:0 do
Get interval width limits to next fixed time and compare
to intersection
if contradiction found then
Evenly space times in t from fixed to exceeded limit
Update fixed time





Theorem 4.2.3. Given an arrival ordering of agents with bounded arrival times, Algorithm
4.1 will result in the optimal arrival time assignments.
Proof. Without loss of generality, the first agent can be tentatively set to arrive at its earliest
possible arrival time. This is trivially the optimal timing for a single agent. Assume ~t(m)






m + S, lbm+1), ubm+1) (4.11)
where t(m+1)m+1 represents the (m + 1)










. Consider the optimal arrival time of an arbitrary agent i, which is
neither the first nor last agent. Because CT is a sum-of-squares cost, then agent i’s arrival
time will only be globally optimal if it is either at its maximum or minimum arrival time
bound, or if it is equally spaced from agents i− 1 and i+ 1. Likewise, the globally optimal
arrival times for the first and last agents will either meet the desired spacing requirements
exactly, or will be at the upper bound for the first agent and/or lower bound for the last
agent. This has two implications: first that t(m+1)m+1 as given in (4.11) is at its optimal value
and second that if
t
(m+1)
m+1 − t(m)m 6= t(m)m − t
(m)
m−1 (4.12)






Define a vector ~Γ and rewrite CT as follows:
Γi = ti+1 − ti
CT =
∑m
i=1 (Γi − S)
2
(4.13)
Let tm+1 ≡ t(m+1)m+1 for simplicity of notation. Since tm+1 is fixed, then tm+1−ubm ≤ Γm ≤








Γi,min ≤ Γi ≤ Γi,max
(4.14)
If Γ1,min ≤ Γ1,max then there exists at least one constant interval width which is achievable
between each pair of agents given tm+1. The constant interval width closest to S can be
used to calculate the optimal timings t(m+1)1 . . . t
(m+1)
m .
However, there are two ways that this procedure can generate a non-sensical interval
width in which Γi,min > Γi,max. This occurs when
tm+1−ubi
m+1−i > Γi+1,max, or Γi+1,min >
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tm+1−lbi
m+1−i , and means that at least one agent should be placed at its lower bound (in the
former case) or upper bound (in the latter case). Considering the former scenario, identify
agent j > i such that
tm+1 − lbj = Γi+1,max (m+ 1− j) (4.15)
which means that agent j cannot achieve the equal spacing Γi,max desired between i and
m + 1 since the minimum achievable spacing Γi,min > Γj,max. Define the minimum equal





and the maximum spacing between any value of tj and the fixed tm+1 as




Because CT has the structure of a sum of squares, it is minimized when Γi→j is as close as
possible to Γj→m+1. Since tj > lbj =⇒ Γi→j > Γi→j,min and tj > lbj =⇒ Γj→m+1 <
Γj→m+1,max, then if the condition Γi→j,min > Γj→m+1,max, tj = lbj is the optimal timing
for agent j. This is because for tj > lbj , the difference in Γi→j and Γj→m+1 is larger than
it would be if tj = lbj .
It remains to be shown that the condition Γi→j,min > Γj→m+1,max is equivalent to
tm+1−ubi








Cross multiplying these fractions and substituting in j − i = (m+ 1− i) − (m+ 1− j)
yields
(tm+1 − ubi) (m+ 1− j) > (tm+1 − lbj) (m+ 1− i) (4.19)
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Rearranging terms from here and using the definition in (4.14) yields the second inequality.
Based on the criteria after Eqn. (4.17), this means that t(m+1)j = lbj . An analogous process
can be used to show that t(m+1)j should be placed at ubj if Γi+1,min >
tm+1−lbi
m+1−i .
With t(m+1)j and t
(m+1)
m+1 fixed, the times of the agents arriving between them can be
equally spaced. From Eq. (4.14), it can be seen that every agent in this range can achieve
an equal spacing of Γi+1,max. With these agents optimally timed and tj fixed, the above
process is repeated from j, j − 1, ..., 1 or until the next agent that must be placed at its
limit is detected. If the first agent is reached and Γ1,min ≤ Γ1,max, then the agents from
agent 1 to the earliest agent fixed at one of its bounds should be equally spaced by Γ =
min(max(S,Γ1,min),Γ1,max). This yields the optimal ~t(m+1).
Since it is shown that given an optimal ~t(m) an iteration of the main body of the
optimization algorithm gives the optimal ~t(m+1) and the initial step starts with the optimal
~t(1), the algorithm finds the optimal timing vector.
4.2.2 Composite Cost Function
The problem of simultaneously optimizing agent assignments under the effectiveness-
based cost as well as arrival time cost is one of multi-objective optimization. Since these
costs may yield conflicting solutions, their relative priority can be established via a scalar
weighting factor in a composite cost function. This allows for the use of a composite cost
function given by
CCOMP (Q) = αCST (Q) + (1− α)CT (Q) (4.20)
where 0 < α < 1. The scalar α is set by an operator prior to the scenario, and weighs the
importance of achieving the desired Pk objectives versus the timing objectives. Note that
α = 1 is a valid setting and reduces the composite cost to the sufficiency threshold Pk cost
from Ch. 3. Likewise, while theoretically α = 0 is also valid, from a practical standpoint




A variety of results are presented here to illustrate both the ability of the combined
cost function to induce the desired behavior and the performance of the branch and bound
algorithm in solving the multi-objective problem, particularly in comparison to greedy
search. For the results in this section, the agents and targets are uniformly randomly
distributed over their respective starting areas. The agents are initially distributed over an
area 800 meters by 80 meters. The target starting location is a square that is 800 meters on
each side and is offset by 2500 meters North and 2500 meters East from the agent area.
For the engagements detailed in Figures 4.9-4.12, 27 homogeneous agents with
Pki,j = 0.5 engage 9 targets, evenly split into three groups of Pkdes,1−3 = 0.9,
Pkdes,4−6 = 0.8, and Pkdes,7−9 = 0.7. All results shown in this section use values of





. Note that in all simulations performed here
a communication radius of 600 m is used. This value is selected to be large enough to
ensure network connectivity in the majority of simulation cases, but small enough that
rebroadcasting must occur and disconnections do happen.
Figures 4.9-4.12 each summarize a single engagement scenario. Agents travel from
their initial starting location to their targets, continually computing the solution to the
assignment problem. The horizontal axis of these figures represent the elapsed time during
an engagement but also, indirectly, shows the progression of the branch and bound
algorithm. Inside each decision round, each agent will expand two nodes of the search tree
and decision rounds are assumed to occur every 0.10 seconds.
The top half of these plots uses color to represent the achieved PkΣ,j against each target
as a function of time. The end of the horizontal bars represent the targets being destroyed.
The bottom half represents the target selected by each agent at each timestep. Note that for
ease of reading the agents are reordered in a data processing step so that they are ordered
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by target and arrival time. In the bottom plots of Figures 4.9 and 4.11, which show cases
where ∆V is quite restrictive, note that the solution state (i.e., best assignment found so far)
changes multiple times at the beginning of the scenario. This is due to branch and bound
finding better assignments as it progresses. For all cases in this section, equal weight is
given to the CPk and CT cost functions (α = 0.5).
Figure 4.9 shows a case in which ∆V = 0.02vh,nom and S = 0, indicating a desire for
simultaneous arrival. Due to the relatively low value of ∆V , agents have limited control
over their arrival times. Furthermore, with α = 0.5, CT has a large effect on the quality
of an assignment. Thus it takes several rounds for branch and bound to find the optimal
solution as many assignments must be evaluated. In contrast, Figure 4.10 shows a case
in which ∆V = 0.10vh,nom. This converges immediately as the larger ∆V increases the
number of possible assignments that can achieve the desired spacing. Comparing the arrival
times of agents (the ends of the bars in the bottom plots) in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, there is some
minor variation in arrival times for the more restrictive ∆V , but almost perfect simultaneity
is achieved with ∆V = 0.10vh,nom. The metrics in Table 4.2 confirm this trend, and also
show a comparison against a ∆V = 0 case (not shown here).
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show similar examples, except this time using S = 4 sec. The
same overall trends are observed and confirmed with the metrics in Table 4.2, with the
∆V = 0.10vh,nom case achieving the desired spacing more precisely than the more
restrictive cases.
For all of the results presented above, the agents were able to reach a state with CST =
0, meaning that the desired Pk’s on all targets were met for the steady-state solution. For
the ∆V = 0 cases, three agents elected not to engage any targets as they would increase
CT by more than they decreased CST . It is for this reason that in Table 4.2 the RMS timing
error associated with ∆V = 2% is higher than that of ∆V = 0. Note for all values of ∆V
that the error associated with sequenced arrival is higher than that for simultaneous arrival.
This is due to the engagement scenario geometry causing the initial agent-target distances
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Figure 4.9: Example simulation with 27 agents, 9 targets, S = 0 seconds, ∆V = 0.02vh,nom.
Figure 4.10: Example simulation with 27 agents, 9 targets, S = 0 seconds ∆V =
0.10vh,nom.
to be similar for all agents. With a constrained ∆V , the achievable arrival time differences
between agents are not substantial. Thus two agents are unlikely to have substantially
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Figure 4.11: Example simulation with 27 agents, 9 targets, S = 4 seconds, ∆V =
0.02vh,nom
Figure 4.12: Example simulation with 27 agents, 9 targets, S = 4 seconds, ∆V =
0.10vh,nom
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Table 4.2: Achieved versus desired Pk and root mean square error in arrival timing.
S = 0 sec S = 4 sec




























different arrival times, which makes large intervals with many agents difficult to achieve.
4.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulations
To illustrate the trade-off between timing and Pk objectives inherent in the composite
cost function, a set of Monte Carlo simulations was performed for a heterogeneous
engagement scenario. Each simulation consisted of 10 agents and 4 targets using the same
scenario geometry as in the previous section. The specific weapon effectiveness values are
given in Table 4.3. For each of several α values between 0 and 1, a total of 200
simulations was performed and the results averaged at each α value. For low α values
(i.e., 0.1) the cost function prioritizes timing, while for high values (i.e., 1.0) the cost
function prioritizes achieved Pk. For comparison purposes, these Monte Carlo
simulations were performed twice —once using greedy search as the solution algorithm,
and once using Branch and Bound as the solution algorithm. Furthermore, each set of
experiments was performed for three different values of ∆V (0, 0.02vh,nom, and
0.10vh,nom).
In Figs. 4.13-4.15 the average achieved Pk for each of two target categories, as well
as the average arrival time cost, is plotted for both greedy search and branch and bound at
∆V = 0, ∆V = 0.02vh,nom, and ∆V = 0.10vh,nom, respectively. In all three cases the
desired arrival time interval S = 0. As can be seen in Figure 4.13, as the value of α
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Table 4.3: Weapon effectivenesses and Pkdes for Monte Carlo simulations.
Pkdes,1−2 = 0.90 Pkdes,3−4 = 0.75
Agents 1-4 0.15 0.50
Agents 5-10 0.50 0.15
increases, the average achieved PkΣ,j tends to converge to the desired value. Furthermore,
the arrival time cost grows with increasing α. The same trends can be seen for both
algorithms; however, the performance of branch and bound exceeds that of greedy search
for all values of α, particularly for high-value targets.
Figure 4.13: Monte Carlo results (∆V = 0): (Left) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.9,
(Center) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.75, and (Right) Average arrival time cost.
If the agents are able to vary their velocities, the trade-off between Pk and
simultaneity becomes less pronounced. This is because the same assignment will have a
lower time-based cost than if ∆V = 0, and thus the time-based cost has less of an impact
on the assignment decision. Figure 4.14, showing an analogous case to Figure 4.13 except
with ∆V = 0.02vh,nom, demonstrates that agents can achieve higher Pk and lower arrival
time cost simultaneously. Overall, the results of Figure 4.14 show that branch and bound
outperforms greedy search when considering the combined results of PkΣ,j and
simultaneity.
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Figure 4.14: Monte Carlo results (∆V = 0.02vh,nom): (Left) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j =
0.9, (Center) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.75, and (Right) Average arrival time cost.
Figure 4.15: Monte Carlo results (∆V = 0.10vh,nom): (Left) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j =
0.9, (Center) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.75, and (Right) Average arrival time cost.
When the scalarization parameter is reframed as the relative priority (1−α
α
) then the
arrival time cost varies much more linearly. This can be seen in Figure 4.16 where the
arrival time cost varies much more linearly when plotted against relative priority of cost
functions than when plotted strictly against α in Figure 4.13.
If the range of closing velocities for each agent is large enough, the timing and Pk
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Figure 4.16: Rescaled tradeoff between Pk and arrival time costs taken from Figure 4.13.
objectives become completely decoupled, and any assignment solution that optimizes the
Pk-based cost function can yield timing assignments that optimize the arrival time cost
function. As a result, the α value has no effect on the solution found. This can be seen in
Figure 4.15, where ∆V is increased to 10% of vh,nom. In this case PkΣ,j is constant for all
α and the arrival time cost is identically zero for both branch and bound and greedy search.
Note that depending on the set of agents and their effectivenesses, ∆V need not be so
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large that every optimal solution to the Pk-based cost function is also an optimal solution
to the arrival time-based cost function, but rather bifurcation occurs when a solution exists
that is optimal for both.
Figure 4.17: Greedy search versus branch and bound with ∆V = 0. (Left) Average PkΣ,j
for Pkdes,j = 0.9, (Center) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.75, and (Right) Average arrival
time cost.
All of the Monte Carlo results presented so far have been aimed at inducing
simultaneous arrival from the agents. As mentioned above, simultaneous arrival is simply
a special case of sequenced arrival with an interval of zero seconds. To illustrate this, the
same values of ∆V and α were run with a desired interval of four seconds. Comparing
Figure 4.17 to Figure 4.13 shows very similar values for both algorithms and nearly
identical trends but with different values.
For each Monte Carlo simulation using branch and bound, the size of the state space was
recorded at each time step to measure the extent of the pruning achieved by the algorithm.
Figure 4.20 shows the average state space size at every time step for several values of α. For
lower values of ∆V the algorithm takes much longer to prune possible assignments due to
the nature of the relaxation. When expanding a node, the unassigned agents are temporarily
given infinite variability of their arrival times so that the lower bound is guaranteed to be at
least as low as the optimal given the parent assignment. As a result, at the beginning there
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Figure 4.18: Greedy search versus branch and bound with ∆V = 0.02vh,nom. (Left)
Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.9, (Center) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.75, and (Right)
Average arrival time cost
Figure 4.19: Greedy search versus branch and bound with ∆V = 0.10vh,nom. (Left)
Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.9, (Center) Average PkΣ,j for Pkdes,j = 0.75, and (Right)
Average arrival time cost.
are many unassigned agents and so the lower bound is much lower than both the upper
bound and true optimal value, and thus very few potential assignments are eliminated. With
higher values of ∆V the bounds on the optimal cost are much tighter and pruning occurs
much more frequently. Note that when ∆V = 0.10vh almost every suboptimal solution
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can be pruned immediately. However, it is also important to note that there is a difference
between pruning the solution space and finding the optimal (or a near-optimal) solution
that can be used immediately. In most cases the best solution found early in the scenario is
quite good, although the algorithm might not be able to provably find the global optimum
through pruning until much later.
Figure 4.20: State space size vs. decision round for Monte Carlo cases.
The results shown so far are limited to one specific set of agents and targets with fixed
weapon effectiveness values. To verify that the superiority of branch and bound compared
to greedy search is not limited to this specific set of heterogeneous agents, a set of eight
weapons with effectiveness values uniformly randomly distributed in the range 0.25 ≤
Pki,j ≤ 0.5 were used against a set of four targets with desired Pks uniformly randomly
distributed in the range 0.95 ≤ Pkdes,j ≤ 0.99. For each α value, 100 simulations were
performed and for each simulation the converged assignment was calculated using greedy
search and branch and bound, and compared to the actual optimum computed through
full-state enumeration of all possible assignments. The number of solutions that failed to
achieve the optimal was recorded, as was the percent difference of the achieved cost from
the optimal.
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Figure 4.21 shows the results of this study, demonstrating that branch and bound
largely avoids the local minima that lead greedy search to yield a suboptimal solution.
When branch and bound does yield suboptimal performance, it is much closer to the
actual optimal cost. Because the values for Pkdes,j and Pki,j are generated randomly, the
high frequency of suboptimal solutions with greedy search shows that local minima exist
generally and are not a unique feature of specific scenarios. At the same time, note that for
all values of α, greedy search always yields a solution that is within about 20% or better of
the optimal cost. Given the fact that greedy search is much simpler to implement than
branch and bound, this result is significant in that, for some applications, it may be
preferable to implement greedy search and accept a suboptimal (albeit usable) solution as
the price to pay for algorithm simplicity. The acceptable tradeoff between performance
and ease of implementation is system-specific, but the results in Figure 4.21 provide an
example of the type of metrics that may be used to inform such a decision.
Figure 4.21: Comparison of solutions achieved by greedy search and branch and bound.
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CHAPTER 5
CONTINGENCY ASSIGNMENTS IN PROBABILITY OF KILL CALCULATION
5.1 Introduction
In the simulation experiments shown above it was observed that the estimate of Pk
prior to any of the agents reaching their targets is always lower than the measured posterior
Pk calculated by tallying the number of targets killed in simulation (assuming sufficiently
fast battle damage assessment). This is because once an agent destroys its target, any
remaining agents are free to pursue other targets that are within reach, leading to higher
achieved Pk’s on these secondary targets. In this chapter, a novel approach to computing
PK is investigated to mitigate this phenomenon. Agents are allowed to contribute to the
total Pk on multiple targets by weighting their effectiveness according to the probability
that they will abandon their first target. It is believed that this will provide a more accurate
measure of the achieved Pk which, in turn, will allow for a more efficient use of limited
resources.
This approach is not without downsides, however. One issue that must be dealt with is
the sheer scope of the state space of potential solutions —each agent can have a primary
backup target, a secondary backup target, and so on, up to M − 1 backup targets. In
the traditional WTA problem the number of potential assignments grows exponentially
(number of targets to the power of the number of agents,MN ), but in this work the ordering
of targets for a single agent alone has as a search space that is factorial in the number of
targets. Thus, to exhaustively search the entire space would require looking at the number
of targets factorial to the power of the number of agents. This is clearly unfeasible, even
for moderately-sized scenarios, so heuristic based methods such as greedy search or branch
and bound are needed to solve this problem. The solutions found with this new approach to
computing Pk will be compared to those found by the previous approach in order to assess
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its utility and benefit.
Recall from Ch. 3 that for a homogeneous set of agents greedy search is optimal and it is
near optimal in many heterogeneous cases. What was not addressed, however, is that if the
arrival of the agents are spread out through time and weapons are allowed to update their
assignments throughout the engagement, then the achieved Pk on each target is greater
than or equal to the calculated Pk at any point during engagement. If the assignments are
made based on an inaccurate measure of the combined effectiveness, then it is possible that
they are making suboptimal decisions.
Additionally, in a situation in which the effective Pk is being determined offline for
the purposes of determining what weapons are necessary to achieve the desired Pk’s, the
ability to more accurately estimate Pk may allow for equivalent performance with fewer
weapons. Alternatively, if the reachability of some targets is a function of agent paths, then
a path planner that is aware of contingency (or backup) targets can find paths that maintain
reachability on those targets for as long as possible.
In this chapter, the selection of multiple targets is investigated. Specifically, each
weapon will select a reserve target and a flight path to reach the primary and secondary
target. Once the probability of each weapon becoming redundant on its primary target is
known, a more accurate Pk can be calculated recursively. Assigning multiple targets to a
single weapon system is not novel and has been explored previously, for instance by
Rosenberger [50]. However, in that work the systems being used are capable of engaging
multiple targets in series rather than being able to only engage the first undestroyed target
it reaches. Despite this difference, Rosenberger presents a good explanation of applying
branch and bound methods for this type of problem. Typically, branch and bound
algorithms are implemented in a centralized manner; however, there has been some work
(for example by Bader [51]) on parallel methods. While Bader’s work is in large part
focused on modeling of various computer architectures, it also contains sound insight into




With the exception of the PkΣ calculation and the assignment algorithm, the simulation
environment used here is substantially similar to the one presented in Ch. 2. The differences
are presented below.
5.2.1 Dynamic Model
The dynamic model used in this chapter differs from that presented in Ch. 2 in a few
notable elements. Agents are assumed to fly level paths to their targets where they make a
final BDA and either engage or proceed to their next target. Conceptually this is similar to
standoff munitions such as the AGM-114 “Hellfire” or GBU-44 which operate in a similar
way. Additionally, the agents are assumed to fly in straight lines at constant velocity (∆V =
0).
5.2.2 Pk Estimation
The cornerstone of this chapter is the inclusion of a contingency plan in the estimate of
achieved Pk. The cost functions presented in Ch. 3 and 4 rely on accurate estimates of the
achieved Pk on each target, but it was observed that the calculated probabilities
consistently underestimate the posterior Pk as measured by the final BDA. The
instantaneous estimate of Pk assumes each agent will continue to engage its current target
and treats the individual contributions to Pk as independent probabilities. In reality, the
achieved Pk is time-varying and leveraging knowledge of how it varies allows for a more
efficient use of agents.
When an agent reaches its target the Pk on that target will go to one if it is successfully
destroyed, or it will decrease since there are now fewer agents engaging the target. The







If a target is successfully engaged, then any other agents assigned to it will select their
contingent assignment. If the arrival times of each agent are known, then the probability
that an agent will arrive at a successfully engaged target can be calculated. From this,
the weapon effectiveness against its secondary target can be scaled by this value, which is
equivalently the likelihood of engaging the secondary target. The Pk estimation algorithm
implemented here is generalized for 1 ≤ l ≤ M levels of contingency, however only a
single additional layer is considered in the results section.
To account for the effect of successful engagements on Pk, a list of l×N arrival events
is created. These events are sorted sequentially and then a Pk (t) can be calculated at the
time of arrival for each agent’s primary and contingency targets. If an agent is to arrive at
its primary target j at time t1 then its effectiveness against its contingency target k is given
by Eq. 5.2. The full algorithm for calculating PkΣ is given in Algorithm 5.1.
P̂ ki,k = PkΣ,j (t1)× Pki,k (5.2)
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Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm for calculating Pk incorporating
contingency assignments.
Initialize zero vector Pk of size M
Initialize vector E of size l ×N
Sort E by arrival times
for i = 1..l ×N do
ji = E [i].target
ti = E [i].time
pi = E [i].effectiveness
k = E [i].contingency
pk = Pk [i] ∗ pk




The assignment algorithms presented earlier must be modified to accommodate the
additional state variables that the secondary targets represent. There are two obvious
approaches to this problem. The first is to assign targets at a given level to all agents
before proceeding to the next level. The second, and the one implemented here, is to treat
a partial permutation (alternatively known as a k-permutation) of length l(k) as the state
variable and assign all levels at once for each agent. The number of potential assignments
at all levels, given in Eq 5.3 is a well known formula [66]. The dramatic increase in
number of potential assignments can be seen in Figure 5.1.





Figure 5.1: Number of partial permutations as a function of the number of targets and
contingencies.
For this investigation, only greedy search is considered due to the the size of the search
space making branch and bound impractical. Generalizing the size of the search space
from the l = 1 case to the 1 ≤ l ≤M case gives a search space of size of N
M !
(M−l)! .
The greedy search algorithm implemented by each agent generates and evaluates all
P (M, l) partial permutations given a starting partial assignment, and selects the one that
resulted in the largest decrease in the cost function. For the scenarios presented in Sec. 5.4,
a decision round evaluates 2, 430 out of a possible 6.65 × 10128 assignments. It is shown
in Sec 5.4 that greedy search achieves reasonable performance for the scenarios considered
here, despite the large search space. The weak dependence of Pk on arrival times does
introduce some heterogeneity and approaches such as branch and bound are of interest, but
beyond the scope of this work.
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5.4 Results
The modification to the Pk calculation proposed here seeks to achieve two goals. The
first is to achieve a lower-cost state by including the contribution against contingency
targets, and the second is to more accurately calculate Pk such that it better matches the
posterior Pk computed at the end of the scenario. In order to evaluate performance with
respect to these goals, 1,000 simulations were run with 27 agents and 10 targets, with
Pkdes,j = 0.9 for odd-numbered targets and Pkdes,j = 0.7 for even-numbered targets. The
same agents and targets were used in each case, but the initial positions of each was
randomized. Note that when the contingency is neglected, there is no dependence on the
target and agent location so the same solution is found for each case. With the
contingency incorporated, the effectiveness against the secondary target is affected by the
initial positions because the agents arrive at their targets in different orders. The geometry
of the engagement scenario is the same as in Ch. 4, however the agents have a higher
lateral velocity of vh = 100 m/s.
The second goal is to show that incorporating contingency targets allows for a more
efficient use of resources by lowering the posterior cost as measured by calculating the
percentage of targets actually destroyed at the end of the simulation and applying the cost
function to that distribution. As mentioned above, when using either Eq. 2.6 or Algorithm
5.1 to calculate Pk, the prior probability of kill estimates will in both cases be lower than
the actual posteriori Pk measured by the simulation results. However, the achieved Pk
estimates should be better for the simulations run with the new probability model as agents
will not be wasted engaging targets that do not actually need additional agents.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the estimated and empirical PkΣ with and without
contingency targets. The “One Level” case uses the PkΣ calculation from Eq. 2.6 to
evaluate potential assignments, while the “Two Level” case denotes the new Pk model
with a single contingency target. In order to reliably assess the empirical PkΣ, 1,000
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simulations were run for each case and the results were averaged. The tables are laid out
with the first two data columns representing the estimated Pk considering only the
primary targets, the next two representing the estimate with one contingency, and the final
two showing the posterior Pk as calculated after the simulation.
In Table 5.1, the agents were entirely homogeneous with a Pki,j = 0.35. Note that
even though this scenario is referred to as homogeneous, some mild heterogeneity is
observed in the single contingency case as PkΣ is mildly coupled with arrival times. For
completeness, the estimated PkΣ was calculated as though there were no contingency
targets for these cases (lower left elements of the table) and an interesting effect is
observed. The estimated PkΣ is actually lower for both categories of targets and while this
is seemingly counterintuitive, it is a consequence of the nonlinear combination of Pk’s
and the optimization algorithm. As described above, agents select a partial permutation
representing the sequence of targets for that agent. Consider the first agent to select. It will
select a high-priority target as its primary but is also likely to select a high-priority target
as its secondary. As a result, some high-priority targets will predominately be selected as
primary targets and some predominantly as secondary targets. When the secondary targets
are ignored, this results in a large disparity in PkΣ and thus a much lower average.
In these cases, the agents had unrestricted ability to select a new target at any point in the
engagement and even still the agents with secondary targets were able to achieve a higher
total effectiveness against lower priority targets. In a situation where agents are forced
to commit to their plans, then having the contingency target would have an even more
dramatic effect on the efficacy of the agents. The already high achieved Pk against high-
priority targets left little room for improvement. Expressed as percentages, the estimated
Pk’s when no contingency targets were assigned were 85.4% and 60.3% of the achieved
Pk’s, but when one contingency target is considered these percentages increase to 94.3%
and 93.2%. This increase in accuracy illustrates the efficacy of considering contingency
targets to improve Pk estimation, indicating favorable performance with respect to the
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second objective described above.





Pk = 0.9 Pk = 0.7 Pk = 0.9 Pk = 0.7 Pk = 0.9 Pk = 0.7
One Level 0.8215 0.4410 - - 0.9620 0.7318
Two Levels 0.7753 0.4152 0.9113 0.7173 0.9666 0.7700
Figure 5.2 gives the estimated Pk achieved by each simulation in this Monte Carlo
run. Notice that for the original Pk estimation function, the values are constant because
the scenario is homogeneous and so the same solution is reached every time. The
simulations run with the revised Pk estimation function show some heterogeneity induced
by the random initial agent and target locations affecting the ordering. More importantly,
note that when considering the contingency target, the same set of agents is able to
achieve the desired Pk’s of 0.9 and 0.7, compared to the no-contingency case which
predicts that the achieved Pk’s fall short. Thus, while one might conclude that this
weapon set is incapable of achieving the desired Pk levels when using the original
calculation for Pk, once the Pk computation is improved to include contingency targeting
it is seen that the weapon set is actually capable of achieving the desired Pk. This
indicates favorable performance with respect to the first objective mentioned above.
Table 5.2 shows similar Monte Carlo results, except using heterogeneous agents with
effectiveness values uniformly randomly distributed in the range 0.25 ≤ Pki,j ≤ 0.45. As
before, the new Pk estimation method yields a better estimate than the original estimation
method. The heterogeneity in weapon effectiveness makes a one-to-one comparison of the
posterior Pk difficult, but recall that the simulation used represents a best case scenario for
retargeting with no contingency. The one level case yields Pk estimates that are 87.7% and
73.7% of the achieved Pk, compared to 93.1% and 88.5% for the two level cases.
Figure 5.3 shows the estimated Pk for every simulation. Note that the estimates vary
over a much greater range for simulations using the original estimation function. This is due
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Figure 5.2: Estimated Pk values for homogeneous scenario.





Pk = 0.9 Pk = 0.7 Pk = 0.9 Pk = 0.7 Pk = 0.9 Pk = 0.7
One Level 0.8501 0.6307 - - 0.9690 0.8556
Two Levels 0.8157 0.3724 0.9134 0.7402 0.9814 0.8366
to the fact that the contribution of a single agent to the total Pk diminishes with increasing
Pk and so there is less variance with higher estimated Pks. Regardless, the same trend
is observed as in the homogeneous case, namely that the higher (and more accurate) Pk
estimates show that the heterogeneous weapon set is capable of achieved the desired Pk
levels, whereas with the original Pk calculation method it is predicted to be insufficient in
almost all cases.
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This thesis presented several contributions to the Weapon Target Assignment literature
by investigating new optimal control methods motivated by practical, real-world
engagement characteristics. First, three novel cost functions based on the achieved and
desired probabilities of kill (Pk) have been proposed for a modified version of the weapon
target assignment problem. These cost functions are tailored to induce specific agent
targeting behavior that reflects different notions of target priority. In particular, the
Sufficiency Threshold (ST) and Enforced Tiering (ET) cost functions attempt to enforce a
rigid adherence to target priority which is quantified in terms of desired Pk. A third cost
function, the so-called Completion cost, removes the connection between desired Pk and
target priority and seeks to simply satisfy the largest number of targets possible. Monte
Carlo results show that the ST, ET, and Completion cost functions provide benefit over the
traditional weapon target assignment cost in a variety of notional engagement scenarios,
particularly at lower weapon target ratios. Overall, these results show that agent behavior
in the Weapon Target Assignment problem can be tailored for specific mission objectives
through formulation of optimization cost functions.
In the second portion of this thesis, a multi-objective form of the WTA problem is
explored in which agents consider both their arrival time relative to other agents, and
achieved probability of kill when selecting a target. Simulation studies show that an
operator-defined scalar tuning parameter can be used to adjust the relative priority of
timing versus probability of kill objectives. It is also shown that the degree to which
agents can vary their target closing speeds affects the extent to which the problems are
coupled, where a sufficiently large speed range leads to a complete decoupling of the
timing and probability of kill optimization problems.
Due to the extreme heterogeneity introduced by the multi-objective cost function, an
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implementation of branch and bound that provably solves for the optimal assignment is
introduced. It is shown via simulation results that branch and bound consistently
outperforms greedy search in heterogeneous cases, though greedy search provides
solutions that may be practically useful while being simpler to implement and requiring
much less computation.
In the final chapter, it was shown that a team of autonomous agents solving the WTA
problem can achieve improved performance by selecting a contingency target. The
contingency target is engaged by an agent if its primary target is destroyed by another
agent. Achieving the most efficient use of resources requires a model for estimating the
achieved probability of kill that accounts for the weapon effectiveness against the
contingency target. The benefit of this approach is shown through simulation results in
both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases.
There still remain avenues for future work on this modified form of the Weapon Target
Assignment problem. For example, the assumption that weapon effectiveness combines
as independent probabilities could be removed, and a new model could be considered in
which two agents engaging together are more effective than the sum of their effectiveness
values. Such a model could be applied to area, rather than point, targets for which a single
agent has a negligible Pk and multiple agents are required to engage in order to achieve
non-zero PkΣ.
Another avenue of potential future work is modeling additional sources of uncertainty
that would be present in a real world implementation. For example, it is assumed that BDA
reports correctly whether or not a given target is destroyed, but perhaps a BDA system can
only estimate the probability that the target is destroyed. In that case, rather than assuming
spent agents have zero effectiveness, their effectivenesses could be adjusted such that the
PkΣ,j incorporates the probability given by the BDA system. Another source of potential
uncertainty can be found in more complex communications and attrition models. When
agents falsely assume that non-communicative agents have been attrited, they are forced to
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underestimate PkΣ,J . Better estimates can be achieved by weighing the relative likelihood
of various modes of communication failure versus the likelihood of attrition and scaling
weapon effectiveness accordingly.
Other potential research questions in this area include developing specific heuristics to
reduce the intractable search space created by contingency targeting as discussed in Ch. 5,
investigating more detailed models of agent attrition, or considering active targets rather
than stationary ones, and investigating the coupling between path planning algorithms,
spatially-varying attrition probabilities, and agent assignment algorithms. This last area
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